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PROTECTING CONSUMER INVESTORS BY FACILITATING “IMPROVED PERFORMANCE” COMPETITION

Ian Ayres*
Quinn Curtis**

Many mutual fund shareholders invest in funds with supra-competitive fees that reduce their expected return even though lower cost alternatives are available. While financial arbitrage can correct pricing problems for other types of securities, conventional arbitrage is difficult to implement in the mutual fund market. As a result, concerns about excessive fund fees have attracted the attention of policy makers, including the SEC. This Article proposes legal reform to our system of mutual fund regulation that responds to the problem of high-cost funds by providing the investors who are making the most substantial mistakes with salient and transparent market information about the existence of superior investment alternatives. We first consider ways that regulation could be reformed to facilitate what we call “short redemption,” the mutual fund analog to “short selling” of securities. A vibrant market for short redemptions would allow smart money to arbitrage fee differences by selling (redeeming) short high-fee funds while buying comparable low-fee funds. But because of predictable resistance from the shorted funds and the difficulty of obtaining shares to borrow, this Article concludes that short redemption is unlikely to provide sufficient arbitrage discipline of inefficient high-fee funds. Instead, this Article proposes regulatory reform that would encourage low-fee funds to offer “improved performance guarantees.” An improved performance guarantee promises that the consumer will achieve a better net financial outcome if she switches from a current provider to a competitor product. The core notion is to guarantee to the consumer an improvement in relative performance. The guarantee functions as an arbitrage of high-fee funds that would improve price competition in the mutual fund market. The Article’s central claim is that lawmakers and regulators can enhance competi-
tion in mutual funds by enabling sophisticated investors to arbitrage supracompetitive fees.
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I. **INTRODUCTION**

Mutual fund investors pay fees for the stock-picking and administrative services provided by the mutual fund manager. Investors hope, of course, that superior returns will more than compensate for the price paid, but some differences in mutual fund prices cannot be attributed to differences in expected return. One stark example is the wide range of prices in index funds, which are designed to track a particular market index at low cost. For example, as of 2012, MainStay Investments' (MCSEX) expense ratio on its S&P 500 index fund was more than four and a half times larger than the expense ratios that Vanguard (VFINX) and Fidelity (FUSEX) charged on their S&P 500 indices (0.81%, 0.17%, ...
All three funds attempt to mimic the performance of the S&P 500, so investors in these funds are choosing between funds that are targeting the same pre-fee return, but doing so at very different prices. This pricing disparity is just one example of a well-understood phenomenon in the mutual fund market: some mutual funds charge supracompetitive prices.

Asset management fees are fundamentally important to mutual fund investors. Since fees are a constant drag on returns, their effect compounds over the course of a career and can lead to very different savings outcomes. For example, an individual saving $500 a month from the age of twenty-five to sixty-five could see their end-of-career savings diminished by nearly half as a result of a difference of two percent in fund fees. Moreover, empirical studies have shown that few actively managed funds justify their fees; in fact high fees are associated with worse pre-fee returns. Avoiding high costs is, therefore, essential to the retirement savings goals of millions of investors. As such, mutual fund fees have been a subject of long-standing concern. The Investment Company Act of 1940, for example, now includes a fiduciary duty regarding fees, and the SEC has announced enforcement measures targeting costly funds. Despite this attention, fees in many funds remain stubbornly high.

Rather than look to regulatory solutions, we begin by asking a more fundamental question: how is it that funds that target an identical index can charge different prices? Mutual fund shares are securities, and in securities markets for stocks and bonds, when the price of a security exceeds its fundamental value, sophisticated investors can profit by borrowing shares of that security and selling them short, repurchasing the shares after the price declines to pay back the loan. This short selling puts downward pressure on the price of the security and drives it closer to its


2. E.g., FIDELITY INVESTMENTS, supra note 1, at 3; MAINSTAY INVESTMENTS, supra note 1, at 5; VANGUARD FUNDS, supra note 1, at 2.


5. Gil-Bazo & Ruiz-Verdú, supra note 3, at 2178.


8. Robert S. Bloink, Does the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform Act Rein in Credit Default Swaps? An EU Comparative Analysis, 89 Neb. L. Rev. 587, 621-22 (2011); see also 17 C.F.R. § 242.200(a) (2014) (defining a short sale as "any sale of a security which the seller does not own or any sale which is consummated by the delivery of a security borrowed by, or for the account of, the seller").
fundamental value. This mechanism of arbitrage is fundamental to price efficiency in capital markets. When arbitrage is either prohibitively expensive or impossible, this corrective mechanism is absent. Because sophisticated investors cannot bet against predictably underperforming high-fee funds, they persist:

The only thing an informed investor can do in the market for index funds is to buy the good-performing funds—no arbitrage is possible. In such a market, all that is necessary for inferior funds to exist and grow is a set of uninformed investors and a set of distributors who have an economic incentive to sell inferior products. In a market where arbitrage is impossible, we may be disappointed, but we should not be surprised when inferior products exist and even prosper.

The purpose of this Article is to examine the obstacles to arbitrage in the mutual fund market, examine the current regulatory environment, demonstrate the economic feasibility of mutual fund arbitrage, and suggest regulatory change that would enable effective arbitrage of high-fee funds. Such reform would enhance price competition in the mutual fund market to the benefit of individual investors who might otherwise purchase high-cost funds.

This Article begins with an explanation of how conventional arbitrage could work in the mutual fund market to enhance competition. If borrowing of mutual fund shares were possible at a low cost, sophisticated investors would be able to borrow shares of MainStay's high-fee mutual fund, promising to return sufficient cash in the future to make the lender of shares (more than) whole. The sophisticated borrower would redeem the shares from the fund and take the proceeds and reinvest them in the comparable low-fee Vanguard index. Such “short redemptions” would allow smart money to arbitrage fee differences by selling (redeeming) short high-fee funds while buying comparable low-fee funds. High-fee funds, like MainStay, would face increased incentives to reduce their fees or risk being figuratively driven from the market by waves of redemptions. We explain why conventional short selling—though legally permissible—is unlikely to solve the supracompetitive fee problem in the mutual fund market. The absence of a robust secondary market for mutual fund shares, combined with poor incentives for many brokers to lend, creates an obstacle to effective short redemption that interferes with arbitrage and protects funds with supracompetitive fees.

To address the difficulties of arbitrage through short redemptions, we argue for a new type of arbitrage, enacted through regulatory reform.


10. Id. at 5, 15.

that would enable low-fee funds to offer "improved performance guarantees." An improved performance guarantee promises that the consumer will achieve a better net financial outcome if she switches from a current provider to a competitor product. The core notion is to guarantee to the consumer an improvement in relative performance.\textsuperscript{12} Intuitively, if two funds track the same index, but vary widely in price, then the lower-priced fund will almost certainly deliver superior after-fee performance than the higher-priced fund. In our suggested implementation, low-cost funds could offer guarantees that effectively divide some of the benefit of improved performance between the low-cost fund and the consumer. Since the guarantee enables low-cost funds to profit from their systematically superior performance while encouraging redemptions from high-cost funds that serve as guarantee targets, performance guarantees are another form of arbitrage.

Our central claim is that lawmakers and regulators can enhance competition in mutual funds by enabling competitors or third-party intermediaries to arbitrage differences in expected mutual fund returns. Arbitrage can be directly facilitated by enabling investors to combine short redemptions of low-expected-return funds with long purchases of high-expected-return funds. But arbitrage can also be facilitated by enabling competitor funds or third parties to offer improved performance guarantees. For example, in the mutual fund industry, Vanguard might offer the following improved performance guarantee to any investor who is currently invested in the MainStay index:

On any funds that you invest in the Vanguard index, we will guarantee that after a year you will have more money in your Vanguard account than if you left the money invested in the MainStay index. More specifically, we promise to reimburse you for one-hundred percent of any shortfall in relative performance if you will grant twenty percent of any upside in relative performance.\textsuperscript{13}

Under this guarantee, Vanguard would not be promising that the S&P index would be increasing during the next year. It would only be promising that the Vanguard fund would produce a higher (net of expenses) return.

The improved performance guarantee can enhance ex ante price competition by credibly communicating to investors that the Vanguard index dominates the MainStay index, even if these investors do not accept the guarantee. Instead of the universal disclaimer that "evidence of past performance does not guarantee future performance," a competitor would provide a guarantee about relative future performance. Investors

\textsuperscript{12} The South African insurance and financial services company Discovery offers a product that awards bonuses to investors, if their fund is not in the top quartile of earners. Their "Quartile Performance Protector" product, for example, boost returns up to twenty percent if the fund is in the bottom quartile. \textit{DISCOVERY INVEST, RETIREMENT PLANS: SAVE OVER THE LONG TERM TO ENSURE FINANCIAL INDEPENDENCE 4} (2014), \textit{available at} https://www.discovery.co.za/discovery_coza/web/linked_content/pdfs/invest/discovery_invest_retirement_fact_file.pdf.

\textsuperscript{13} This is an example of a fund's improved performance guarantee to investors of a competitor fund in order to facilitate arbitrage in expected returns.
who switch from the MainStay to Vanguard index without taking the guarantee would retain one-hundred percent of the enhanced relative return. In essence, these investors would be saying, "Thank you for speaking to me credibly about the superiority of your product. I will switch, but I do not want to trade the twenty percent of the upside to receive the one-hundred percent of downside protection." The mere fact that Vanguard is able to offer such a guarantee would give these customers sufficient information to choose the lower-priced product. For these investors, the guarantee offers Vanguard a new, cheap mechanism for acquiring new accounts.

Other investors, however, who—notwithstanding Vanguard putting its money where its mouth is—are still worried about whether the Vanguard index is really a better deal, can accept the guarantee and assure themselves of the best of both worlds. By shifting their money to Vanguard with the guarantee, they can assure themselves of every dollar of the MainStay return and still participate in eighty percent of excess Vanguard return.

The guarantee also can provide benefits to investors who have a variety of standard cognitive biases. For example, the guarantee provides a means of taking the low-cost fund’s fee advantage, which tends to be low salience for some investors, and converting it to an advantage in returns, a feature which tends to be high salience through the use of a guarantee, which is likely to be very high salience. This means that less-sophisticated, fee-insensitive investors who respond more strongly to returns can be induced to make a better investment choice.

Second, the guarantee option will also likely be attractive to investors who are reluctant to shift from their status quo investments and suffer from the "status quo bias." These investors can maintain a virtual attachment to the old, while creating an option for higher return. Because the guarantee account each month shows the investor what the value of the old account would have been and gives the investor the wherewithal to reverse course and reinvest in the status quo, the guarantee allows investors to frame the strategy as maintaining the old account but gaining an option to participate in potentially higher returns of another fund.

Finally, the guarantee may also prove attractive to investors who, in particular, wish to avoid picking the worst investments. Dan Ariely has shown in a variety of different contexts that decision makers in deciding between “A” and “B” will increase their likelihood of picking “A” if a

third option, "A'," which is clearly dominated by "A," is added to the menu of possible choices." Thus, for example, a photograph of Ayres is more likely to be chosen as more attractive than a photograph of Curtis if a third option with a distorted image of Ayres is added. Subjects who are anxious about making a clear error can at least be sure that undistorted Ayres is superior to distorted Ayres. Analogously, investors who are trying to choose among a range of disparate and difficult to compare mutual funds can take comfort in knowing that the guaranteed fund is at least better than the fund that it targets. More sophisticated, fee-sensitive investors who may balk at sacrificing twenty percent of the upside can use the availability of the guarantee as a proxy to identify a low-cost, high-quality investment option. Even if these investors opt not to accept the guarantee, their shopping costs are lowered because the guarantee represents a credible signal of quality. Low-cost fund providers also benefit, because they can use the guarantee to attract new customers who could not be lured by emphasizing only costs. Even investors who are unaware of the availability of a guarantee would benefit if the competitive pressure produced by guarantees induces high-cost funds to reduce their fees.

The mutual fund industry is heavily regulated and the question of whether mutual fund performance guarantees are permissible turns on close interpretive questions of securities regulation. This Article argues that a performance guarantee is consistent with the policy concerns that motivate the current regulatory environment. The most natural implementation of a performance guarantee would be as a class of mutual fund shares with a fee structure that adjusts the management fees to ensure that the terms of the guarantee are met. Mutual fund fees that adjust with performance are permissible only in limited circumstances, and the implementation suggested here is novel. Nevertheless, as a matter of statutory law, a performance guarantee is not barred, nor do current regulations explicitly prevent it. Importantly, the rules that restrict performance-based fees are motivated by concerns about excessive costs and risks that tend to mitigate in favor of permitting performance guarantees. Given the potential benefits of a performance guarantee, both directly to investors and indirectly through enhanced competition, the SEC should provide a framework for funds to create performance-guaranteed share classes.

The concept of a performance guarantee to alter the salience of prices has potential well beyond the market for mutual funds. An endemic challenge for consumer protection concerns the "problem of back-end prices." At the time of contracting, consumers tend to focus on the

20. See Gil-Bazo & Ruiz-Verdú, supra note 3, at 2173.
front-end prices, which they pay at the time of contract, and are less likely to take into account various back-end contingent charges. They pay attention to the teaser rates offered on credit cards and not to the late fees or even the rate to which the card will ultimately reset. Car renters pay more attention to the front-end rental price and not to the back-end price to refill the car. Cellphone users pay attention to the monthly rate and not to the overage fees. Online comparison services such as Orbitz only compound the problem. These services tend to rank airlines and hotels based on their front-end prices without taking into account the back-end charges for services such as checking bags or Internet access. Competitors who try to cut the back-end fees and compete with higher, all-inclusive front-end prices are at competitive disadvantage. Indeed, competitive pressure often leads sellers to cut front-end prices below costs and compensate the difference by increasing back-end prices. Consequently, teaser pricing has become prevalent across a range of consumer markets.

This competitive front-end pricing may alleviate anticompetitive concerns resulting from high back-end prices. If competitors continue to cut teaser prices (possibly even paying consumers upfront for the right to extort them on the back end) until they earn zero profits, then consumers would, in the aggregate, be paying competitive prices for their products. While there is strong evidence of teaser competition in some markets, there is still the possibility that back-end pricing renders markets less competitive. First, there is a pricing distortion that induces allocative inefficiency when consumers face supra-competitive prices on contingent services. When consumers book hotels, they may underconsume Internet services offered by hotels (which are usually priced above cost) and overconsume the number of nights stayed at hotels (when set at teaser rates below cost). Second, there are compelling reasons to support the claim that ex ante competition in many markets fails to reduce the combined front-end and back-end price to the competitive level. When prices are a complex combination of front- and back-end fees, consumer confusion may limit the potential for competition to reach a competitive equilibrium over total cost. Inefficient price variation in the mutual fund industry is an example of this effect.

24. Id.
25. Id. at 28.
26. Id. at 26.
27. Id.
28. Id.
29. See generally id. at 24 (describing the harms of hidden pricing and consumers' inability to figure out the actual cost of an item or service).
With an emphasis on the application to mutual funds, this Article will explicate why the law should promote improved performance guarantees as a mechanism to enhance market competition. Part II discusses why conventional arbitrage, through shorting, is difficult to implement in mutual funds. Part III presents the theory and evidence on the feasibility of performance guarantees in mutual funds to overcome obstacles to arbitrage. Part IV explains the legal environment in which a guarantee would operate. Part V tackles a variety of policy concerns, including antitrust and consumer protection issues, created by the guarantees, and proposes that the SEC promulgate rules to facilitate the creation of a vibrant guarantee market. Finally, Part VI argues that guarantees can also be deployed to help mitigate the back-end pricing problem in a host of consumer markets and foster enhanced *ex ante* competition.

II. BARRIERS TO MUTUAL FUND ARBITRAGE

If mutual funds were widely traded in liquid secondary markets, sophisticated investors would quickly move to sell high-fee index funds short and use the proceeds to buy long comparable low-fee funds that have a higher expected return. But mutual fund regulation mandates that mutual fund shareholders have redemption rights at the net asset value ("NAV") of the underlying assets. This means that mutual fund shareholders who wish to leave the fund and invest elsewhere need not find a buyer for the shares, but need only return the shares to the fund in exchange for their pro rata portion of the funds' assets. The NAV redemption rights preempt the operation of secondary-market pricing. Shares of open-end mutual funds could never trade in a secondary market for less than their NAV because fund shareholders would sell at the higher NAV value. Because of NAV redemption rights, mutual funds with substantially different expected returns can be traded—purchased and redeemed from their respective mutual funds—at the same NAV price. One hundred dollars invested in the MainStay and Vanguard index funds would have substantially different expected returns, but the same current NAV.

NAV redemption rights thus seem to destroy the possibility of arbitraging differences in expected return by selling short the low-expected-return fund and buying long the high-expected-return fund. Absent a secondary market in which to sell shares, short selling is impossible. But

---

30. The ICA requires that shares be redeemed within seven days of tender, but most mutual fund redemptions occur within twenty-four hours. Investment Company Act, 15 U.S.C. § 80a-22(c); John Morley & Quinn Curtis, *Taking Exit Rights Seriously: Why Governance and Fee Litigation Don't Work in Mutual Funds*, 120 YALE L.J. 84, 102 (2010); see also 17 C.F.R. § 270.22c-1(a) (2014) ("No registered investment company issuing any redeemable security ... shall sell, redeem, or repurchase any such security except at a price based on the current net asset value of such security ... .")
32. Similarly, buyers of shares would never purchase at higher than NAV on a secondary market, when they could purchase new shares directly from the fund at NAV.
arbitrage might still be possible even without a secondary market with prices that deviate from NAV. If investors could easily borrow mutual fund shares, then they need not sell the shares in the secondary market to profit from arbitrage. Instead, investors with margin accounts could place “short redemption” orders with brokers. The brokers would obtain mutual fund shares to borrow from (1) the brokerage firm’s own inventory, (2) the account of one of the firm’s clients who had granted the broker customer loan consent, (3) another brokerage firm, or (4) from institutional investors. The broker executing a short-redemption would redeem the borrowed shares from the fund at NAV and reinvest the proceeds in an alternative investment (in the foregoing example, a comparable but low-fee mutual fund). The long shares purchased together with a required margin amount would serve as collateral to assure that the short redeemer would have sufficient funds to repay the share loan in the future—and as with traditional stock shorts, the loan would be callable, if value of the security fell, triggering a margin call.

The borrowed shares would be repaid (the short position covered) by the broker purchasing sufficient shares from the fund at the then NAV price to put the lending shareholder in the same position as she would have been in if she had continuously held the original shares. Just as short sellers of securities are required to make payments in lieu of dividends to the share lender if the borrowed shares pay dividends, the short redeemer would be required to ultimately pay an amount that would place the mutual fund lender in the same position as if she had not lent her shares.

Redeeming borrowed mutual fund shares is not a new concept. Fidelity and Jack White and Company both offered short-selling programs of open-ended mutual funds in the early 90s. The programs offered by these brokers differed from the fee-based short redemption that we propose here. Fidelity’s short-selling program was designed to enable inves-

34. Regulation SHO requires a broker-dealer to have reasonable grounds to believe that the security can be borrowed so that it can be delivered on the date delivery is due before effecting a short sale order in any equity security. This “locate” must be made and documented prior to effecting the short sale. Division of Market Regulation: Key Points about Markey Regulation SHO, U.S. SEC (Apr. 11, 2005), http://www.sec.gov/spotlight/keyregshoissues.htm.


36. Id. at 21.

tors to bet against mutual funds that were designed to track the performance of certain sectors of the economy. Thus, the bet made by the short seller was not based on the expenses of the fund, but on the belief that the sector in which the fund invested was likely to decline in value. The availability of the short-selling option demonstrates that mutual fund shares can be shorted as a practical and legal matter.

While these mutual fund shorting programs demonstrate the legality of redeeming borrowed mutual fund shares as a means of selling short, they are also the exception that demonstrates the structural obstacles to short redemption. Both the Fidelity and Jack White and Company mutual fund short-selling programs have been discontinued. Fidelity explicitly attributed the discontinuation of its short-selling programs to lack of demand for this type of sector-based short-selling speculation. We are not aware of any current programs that permit the short sale of open-ended mutual fund shares (though exchange-traded funds are frequently sold short). The Fidelity program, in particular, illustrates the considerable obstacles to fee arbitrage through borrowing shares. To understand these obstacles, it is helpful to discuss how fee arbitrage would work and how it differs from the Fidelity program.

Fee arbitrage that may put pressure on high-cost funds is a distinct trading strategy from the shorting program offered through Fidelity. Fidelity was explicit that its shorting program was designed to allow investors to make bets about the underlying exposure of the funds' portfolios. Fidelity also indicated that it would restrict shorting if the level of redemption became too high. Thus, Fidelity was offering a limited opportunity to bet against certain sectors, rather than expose its funds to price competition through arbitrage.

41. Gould, supra note 37. One reason for low demand may be that the risk exposure that investors in these programs sought-to bet against a segment of the market-can now be obtained by investing in long-short funds that attempt to profit from the decline of overpriced stocks. See, e.g., Nadia Papagiannis, Protecting Your Portfolio from the Next Market Downturn, MORNINGS STAR (Sept. 24, 2009), http://ibd.morningstar.com/article/article.asp?id=309304&CN=brf295. While not a perfect substitute for sector shorting, long-short funds have the advantage of not requiring investors to maintain a margin account in order to hold a position. Since these funds offer the same risk exposure with less complexity, demand for sector shorting may have subsided.
42. Gould, supra note 37.
43. See id.
By contrast, fee arbitrage through short redemption of high-fee funds targets not the funds' investments, but the funds' fee structure. The strategy is designed to succeed regardless of the performance of the underlying portfolio of the fund. Since a short redeemer promises the share lender to pay the return on the high-fee fund, but invests the redemption proceeds in a low-fee fund, this investment has a positive expected return and low risk. Imagine, for example, that an investor in 2012 undertook a short redemption of $100 of the earlier mentioned MainStay S&P index and used the proceeds to invest in the comparable Vanguard index. Regardless of whether or not the S&P index rose or fell, the investor should expect that the amount it owes on the short redemption to be sixty-four basis points less than the amount owned long (the difference between the two funds' expense ratios 0.81% and 0.17%, respectively). The high-fee fund will almost certainly underperform the low-fee fund, and the investor’s obligation to pay the high-fee fund’s return, will therefore be more than offset by the returns of the low-fee fund. The primary risk is that the funds fail to adequately track the index, but, as we show below, this risk is low for a large portion of the market.

Because it is an arbitrage opportunity, the possibility of short-redemptions would likely create redemption runs on the most inefficient funds as sophisticated investors would increasingly redeem borrowed shares to arbitrage the fee differential. These targeted funds would see their assets under management dwindle and would face increasing competitive pressure to reduce their fees, increase their net of fee returns, or be pushed by redemption from the marketplace.

If shorting shares of high-fee index funds is legal and profitable, then why has the market failed to implement this arbitrage? One important consideration is that mutual fund advisors have reason to prevent short redemption of their own funds to the extent possible. Since mutual fund companies charge customers for managing funds, redemption reduces their income. The fee arbitrage that is beneficial to sophisticated investors is costly to fund managers. Consider what would have happened if Fidelity had included the Magellan fund in its menu of shortable funds. For many years, Magellan closely tracked the S&P 500 stock index while charging substantial fees. This led it to predictably underperform low cost index funds. If Magellan shares could be borrowed and redeemed, it is possible that investors could have short redeemed Magellan and invested the proceeds in a low-cost index fund. Such trading activity would have been costly to Fidelity, since it would have reduced the assets under management in the Magellan fund, and therefore reduced the income to Fidelity from managing the fund. Note, though, that Fidelity was in a position to exclude the Magellan shares from its menu of shortable

45. In the next Part, we present data to demonstrate the feasibility of arbitrage of index and actively managed funds.
funds. While fund managers cannot prevent shareholders from redeeming shares, brokers affiliated with those managers are not under an obligation to lend out shares for short redemption. While Fidelity was willing to lend shares of sector funds to its own margin account holders to permit shorting, a high-fee index fund provider would likely be less willing to lend out shares for redemption if such redemption would put significant price pressure on fund fees.

Funds with supracompetitive fees might respond to the existential threat posed by short redemptions by adopting back-end loads, which cause investors to incur costs when they redeem shares. By making redemption expensive, funds could further inhibit arbitrage through short redemption. While some investors might avoid funds with back-end loads, the investors most vulnerable to high-cost funds are likely insensitive to back-end loads as well. As such, back-end loads might provide a mechanism by which high-cost funds could resist the market pressure of short redemption.

The potential for short redemption can also be impeded, if only a few shareholders make their shares available for potential loan. As noted above, brokerages that create and market the funds are unlikely to be willing participants in a short redemption trade. Alternative sources of share lending may be difficult to find: While institutional shareholders are common lenders of stocks to short traders, intuitional investors are unlikely to take large positions in high-fee funds. Shares of high-fee funds are mostly sold to investors via full-service brokers that, themselves, have an incentive to ensure that the funds are not competed out of existence. Thus, shares of high-fee funds are disproportionately likely to be held in widely dispersed accounts, many of which are maintained by brokers that have an incentive to protect the funds from competition. In such an environment, borrowing shares is difficult and expensive.

These barriers created by self-interested intermediaries may be so great that it may be infeasible for enlightened regulations to induce a sufficient supply of lendable shares to make shorting practicably feasible. But, the disciplinary benefits of encouraging redemption runs on funds with supracompetitive fees, we feel, might be worth attempting the following reforms to encourage an adequate supply of lendable shares. Below, we sketch out some potential reforms to increase shares available for borrowing, as well as the difficulties with the proposed reforms. While none of these reforms is likely to be a complete solution to achieving price efficiency, they may nevertheless create enough opportunity for arbitrage to leave investors better off. In the next Part, we discuss in extended detail an alternative proposal, improved performance guarantees, which may be more effective.
First, the SEC might promulgate rules that set lendability of shares as an opt-out default for mutual funds open to retail investors. This would require mutual funds to either lend shares or disclose that they refused to lend shares. While some funds might have non-fee related reasons for opting out, such as illiquid positions, the public nature of the opt-out means that there would be at least some cost to opting out. One challenge is that the highest-fee funds likely face lower opt-out costs, as investors who are insensitive to fees are unlikely to be highly attuned to this more abstract measure of fee excessiveness. Nevertheless, ratings agencies like Morningstar might take a fund’s decision to opt-out into account in computing ratings that are more consumable for investors.

A related option that would not require SEC action would be to leverage the fiduciary duties of mutual fund directors. Mutual fund directors are charged with negotiating management and fee arrangements with the fund advisors. Thus, the directors of Fidelity’s Magellan fund contract with Fidelity Management and Research, LLC to operate the fund for an agreed upon fee. The determination of the fee agreement is the primary responsibility of mutual fund directors. Since short redemption provides a mechanism for a market check on the reasonableness of fees, directors might be encouraged to include, as part of the management agreement, that brokers affiliated with the investment advisor permit lending of the shares for short redemptions. Including the discussion of share lending as a part of the fee agreement negotiations would at least require investment advisors to state their rationale for not exposing their fee structure competition through redemption. Because such an agreement would be contractual, no regulatory reform would be needed to implement it, but mutual fund directors ought to be encouraged to include lendability of shares as one of the terms discussed when negotiating the fee agreement. Encouraging directors to negotiate for shares to be lent as an industry norm could enhance price discipline through arbitrage.

The difficulty with this proposal is that mutual fund directors do not have strong incentives to challenge fund advisors. Directors are unlikely to face shareholder challenges, since shareholders who are both dissatisfied and sophisticated enough to participate in voting on directors will simply move to another fund. As with the opt-out proposal, the highest-fee funds are those least likely to have directors that would aggressively negotiate for share lending. After all, if these directors were effective in protecting investors, the funds’ fees would not be egregiously high in the first place.

46. The default might be usefully complemented with an “altering rule” that the SEC recommends that shareholders not opt out. See Ian Ayres, Regulating Opt-Out: An Economic Theory of Altering Rules, 121 YALE L.J. 2032, 2032 (2012).
47. Morley & Curtis, supra note 30, at 91.
48. Id. at 94–95.
49. Id. at 95, 135.
50. Id. at 107–08.
A third option is for the law to encourage fiduciaries, such as 401(k) plan administrators, to insist that their brokers offer their shares for the lending market. Such a reform could take the form of a safe harbor for share lending, limiting the liability for any losses incurred as the result of prudent lending, or affirmative guidance that lending is part of prudent plan administration. As long as the loans are sufficiently low-risk, offering plan shares would provide administrators with a strong market test of whether they should alter their plan menus. Such a proposal would have the dual benefit of increasing the number of shortable shares while also providing a direct signal to plan advisors that their funds may be poor choices. If arbitrageurs are aggressively seeking to short the funds held by a plan, the plan should probably find new funds in which to invest. As with directors, this proposal could leverage the fiduciary duties of plan administrators to encourage this sort of market check as part of the duty of care. One difficulty is that high-fee funds tend to be held by the smallest 401(k) plans, so the number of shares available from any particular plan's decision to lend may be small.

These nudge-like interventions might not be sufficient to overcome the entrenched interests of high-fee funds and their intermediaries. But the feasibility of short sales in current ETF markets provides some support for the notion that some shareholders are currently willing to lend their shares. A corollary to the insight of this paper is that if short selling of an ETF is reasonably cost-effective, it should limit the ability of the ETF to charge supracompetitive rates. For example, as of 2013, it was feasible for retail investors to short high-volume ETFs—such as SPY, an S&P 500 index ETF—for less than thirty-seven basis points.

These thirty-seven basis points represent an approximate upper limit on the amount of supracompetitive rates that an ETF could charge, if it had a competitive supply of shares to short. The threat of short-selling would likely preclude high-fee funds from offering ETF versions of their mutual funds, at least not with shares held in sufficient quantities by shareholders willing to lend into the short market. The experience from ETF shorting, in sum, is that there may be substantial benefits in man-

52. One of the authors shorted an ETF through an Interactive Brokers account in January of 2012 to demonstrate that shorting ETFs continues to be possible.
53. Under the SEC's Regulation T, short-selling retail customers must, in addition to the cash collateral from the short sale, post fifty percent of the value of the short sale in additional collateral, although this additional collateral may be posted in Treasury Bills. On January 5, 2013, Interactive Brokers had 7.7 million shares of SPY for which it was willing to arrange short sales for a "rebate rate" of eight basis points (which is paid on all collateral values) and a "fee rate" of twenty-five basis points (which is paid on the loan portion of collateral) implying a total cost of putting on the short of thirty-seven basis points (=1.5*8+25) less the return that one could earn by providing the margin equity in Treasury Bills.
54. There are a few high-fee ETFs, but they can only be shorted at unfeasibly high rates. For example, the Guggenheim 2x S&P 500 (RSU) has expenses of 0.71% and might be ripe for short redemption, but as of January 5, 2013, Interactive Brokers had just 35,000 shares to lend that it was willing to offer at an effective cost (calculated analogously to the last note) of 285 basis points.
agement expense discipline from facilitating the potential for effective shorting of the worst funds.

Stepping back, this Part has shown that a regime that enables short redemptions can comfortably sit on top of our current NAV redemption rules. Enlightened regulatory reform could (1) clarify that brokers can borrow mutual fund shares for purposes of producing a short redemption for their clients, (2) restrict the ability of issuers from contractually impeding such lending, and (3) create an opt-out system of presumed shareholder consent to lend. Just as presumed consent for cadaveric donations has produced a rich supply of kidneys and other needful organs, presumed consent to lend (with appropriate minimum lender protection terms) might help assure an abundant potential supply of mutual fund shares for short redemption. Creating a credible threat of short redemptions is a worthy regulatory goal because it could provide powerful market indicators that are currently absent regarding which funds are in fact dominated. Moreover, short redemptions are likely to place substantial pressure on the worst funds to reform their ways or face extinction by redemption.

In the next Part, we propose an alternative to conventional mutual fund short selling to implement fee arbitrage. The mechanism we suggest, improved performance guarantees, addresses the structural and intermediary obstacles to the short redemptions discussed here, while also sharing the benefits of the arbitrage with purchasers of the high-fee funds, and it addresses the behavioral biases that induce investors to purchase high fee funds in the first place.

III. THE SCOPE AND FEASIBILITY OF IMPROVED PERFORMANCE GUARANTEES REGARDING MUTUAL FUND PERFORMANCE

The short redemptions discussed above enable arbitrage by allowing sophisticated investors to redeem borrowed shares and reinvest the proceeds in funds with higher expected returns. But if mutual fund shares cannot readily be borrowed, then short redemption may be too costly to be profitable. That the well-known dispersion in the fees of index funds has not been targeted by arbitrageurs is evidence that structural obstacles to arbitrage by short redemption are too costly to surmount.

In this Part, we discuss a new type of fund-fee arbitrage. Rather than borrow shares to redeem them, we suggest that low-cost fund managers can induce investors in high-cost funds to redeem their own shares by offering them guaranteed improved performance in a lower cost fund. The benefits of this switch can be divided by the guarantee mechanism between the fund manager and the investor, leaving both better off. The improved performance strategy facilitates arbitrage instead by inducing less sophisticated investors to redeem their inefficient shares and to reinvest the proceeds in a fund with a higher expected return. Both the short

redemptions and the improved performance guarantee use guarantees to
motivate the existing (less sophisticated) shareholder to participate in
arbitraging transaction. The short redemption transaction has the sophis-
ticated borrowing shareholder guarantee to return future shares with
make-whole NAV value to induce the (less sophisticated) shareholder to
lend her shares in the targeted fund. The borrowing shareholder is will-
ing to make this guarantee as a cost of gaining the chance to arbitrage the
difference in expected return between the redeemed shares and the rein-
vested shares. The improved performance transaction similarly has the
sophisticated party guarantee make-whole value to assure the unsophis-
ticated shareholders that they will not lose value by redeeming the high-
fee shares. The guarantor is willing to make this guarantee as a cost of
 gaining the chance to arbitrage the difference in the expected return—
here by taking part of the upside in the expected difference in return be-
tween the targeted fund and the reinvested fund. The core motive behind
both transactions is arbitrage, and the core inducement to the original
(less sophisticated) shareholder is a species of make-whole guarantee.
The advantage of a performance guarantee is that it avoids the need to
borrow shares by targeting high-cost fund investors directly.

In this Part, we demonstrate how improved performance guarantees
in the mutual fund space might be structured and provide evidence that
the guarantees can be profitably offered to consumers. The basic idea is
simple: mutual fund advisors with a cost-advantage, like Fidelity and
Vanguard, should create funds that are guaranteed to outperform high-
cost competitors. For example, a fund could offer to cover one-hundred
percent of short-fall in downside relative performance for twenty percent
of the relative performance upside. Such an arrangement would provide
investors some security in switching funds. It would also allow low-fee
mutual funds, like those offered by Fidelity and Vanguard, to capture a
portion of the supracompetitive fees charged by their high-cost competi-
tors.

Even though mutual funds’ expense ratios are fully disclosed at the
time of investment and are prominently reported in the funds’ short form
prospectuses and on websites such as Google Finance, it has proven ex-
traordinarily difficult to induce consumers to eschew high-fee funds. In
field experiments by Choi and Laibson, Harvard employees, who were
given $10,000 to invest among different S&P index funds and armed with
a wealth of different disclosures concerning performance and costs, con-
sistently opted for funds with supracompetitive fees.56 The continued ex-
istence of high-fee funds is strong prima facie evidence that fee competi-
tion has not been sufficient to drive out supracompetitive pricing.57

56. See Choi et al., supra note 14, at 2.
57. Fee litigation has also not been successful at targeting the funds with the highest fees. Quinn
Curtis & John Morley, An Empirical Study of Mutual Fund Excessive Fee Litigation: Do the Merits
Matter?, 30 J.L. ECON. & ORG. 275 (2014). This is not equivalent to claiming that mutual funds are
wholly immune from price competition. John C. Coates IV & R. Glenn Hubbard, Competition in the
Mutual Fund Industry: Evidence and Implications for Policy, 33 J. CORP. L. 151 (2007) (showing that
Consider the Vanguard and MainStay funds of our motivating example. Vanguard could offer a new class of shares of its S&P 500 index fund that would be guaranteed to at least match the after-fee performance of the MainStay fund on a rolling basis. To investors in the MainStay fund, Vanguard offers the following deal: At the end of each month, the fees of the guarantee-class shares are calculated so that the returns over the preceding twelve-month period are equal to the returns on the nonguaranteed Vanguard share class, less twenty percent of any excess performance in the Vanguard fund over the previous twelve months. In the unlikely event that Vanguard is outperformed by the high-cost competitor, Vanguard’s management fees would be refunded to make up the difference in performance. If the amount of the refund exceeds the management fees, then Vanguard must pay money into the fund. An investor who buys the guarantee shares may, during the first month, for example, have a worse return than the benchmark fund, but if that investor holds the shares for a full year, then the performance is guaranteed to at least match the benchmark. If the investor keeps holding the shares, in every subsequent month, the guarantee will hold. Over any period longer than a year, investors who switch to the guarantee-class shares will do at least as well as if they had stayed in the target fund.

There is no need to restrict the guarantee to investors who actually switch from the high-cost fund to the guaranteed fund. All the guarantor requires is that the investor (1) invests funds in the guarantor’s lower-cost fund and (2) agrees to trade one-hundred percent for any prospective shortfall in relative performance with a specified higher-cost fund in return for giving up twenty percent in any relative performance upside. The free-standing nature of the improved performance guarantee means that the strategy can be deployed not only as an account acquisition strategy, but also as an antiattrition strategy. Investors who are thinking about abandoning an existing low-cost index in favor of some higher-cost fund might be dissuaded if they can maintain their low-cost investment and still participate in any potential increased performance of the other fund. Indeed, the guarantee is even more powerful as an antiattrition incentive than as an acquisition incentive. To acquire a new account, the low-cost fund offers eighty percent of the upside; to deter attrition, the low-cost fund offers to compensate for one-hundred percent of any benefit the investor would have made from switching.

One of us has argued elsewhere that the strong exit rights created by the mandated NAV redemption of the ICA has rendered mutual fund

---

the mutual fund industry exhibits several indicia of competition). Nevertheless, there remain many funds with fees that are hard to justify within a framework of fully efficient price competition.

58. Mutual funds frequently offer different share classes that hold the same portfolio but have different fee structures. For example, a fund might offer higher-fee shares to small investors and lower-fee shares in the same portfolio to institutional investors. See generally Coates & Hubbard, supra note 57 (discussing competition in the mutual fund industry). In this case, the guarantee shares would have the same index fund portfolio but would offer a fee structure that would implement the guarantee.

59. See supra Part II for a more detailed discussion of this contractual arrangement.
shareholder control rights superfluous. The powerful exit rights of NAV redemption enhances competition among mutual funds that have to continually meet the appetites of shareholders or face the risk that they will be redeemed out of existence. But the exit rights of NAV redemption have not been sufficient to ensure perfect competition in the mutual fund industry. The existence of high-fee funds with expected below-market returns is powerful evidence that procompetitive threats of redemption are not sufficient to eliminate the existence of all inefficient funds.

A. Riskless Arbitrage of Expense Ratio Differences

As the previous Part demonstrated, there are significant obstacles to selling mutual funds short in the current market, and, while modest regulatory reforms could improve the situation, borrowing shares of high-fee funds is likely to remain difficult; as a result, conventional arbitrage is unable to eliminate fee disparities in mutual funds. This is not to say that mutual fund prices are free from the pressures of the market. Mutual fund fees are at least partially constrained by conventional market pressures. But as the Choi and Laibson experiment, and a host of other research, demonstrates, these competitive pressures are incomplete because not all investors respond rationally to information about fees. Some funds with supracompetitive fees survive.

Improved performance guarantees can be seen as a type of arbitrage trade implemented by the guarantor. While the shares of MainStay cannot be feasibly sold short, the bet that Vanguard will outperform MainStay takes a similar position; the worse MainStay does, the higher the value of the guarantee to Vanguard. Since, as we shall see, this will almost certainly happen, the trade is an attractive one for the guarantor. But what about the counterparty, the individual investor? If Vanguard is the winner, must the customer lose? If the trade took the form of a simple bet that Vanguard would outperform MainStay, then the answer would be yes, but the guarantee is more nuanced. Here, Vanguard asks for only twenty percent of the outperformance, leaving the rest for the investor. Vanguard is effectively splitting the winnings of the arbitrage trade with the investor counterparty. Whether giving up this twenty percent relative to the nonguaranteed shares is worth it depends on the investor, but there is clearly at least one group of investors who are unambiguously better off: holders of the MainStay index fund. They cannot be worse off and will almost certainly be better off if they make the switch.

60. See generally, Morley & Curtis, supra note 30.
61. See id. at 103-04.
62. See id. at 131.
64. See Barber et al., supra note 63, at 2114.
65. See id. at 2117.
The guarantee can be understood as an arbitrage trade in which the surplus of the trade is divided with the customer in such a way as to leave both the guarantor and investors better off.

There is some debate over whether index funds with different fees reflect a failure of price competition and the law of one price, or if they simply reflect that some mutual fund companies are more full-service than others. Since ancillary services are hard to observe, this debate is difficult to settle empirically. But performance guarantees may provide a means of settling the question in the marketplace. If investors in the MainStay fund are happy to pay higher fees in exchange for purportedly better service, then the guarantee should attract few customers.

Making price more salient through a guarantee would not alter the decision for investors who are already responding rationally to price. But if these investors are making a mistake because price is insufficiently salient, then the guarantee should induce them to switch. The guarantee therefore provides a market-oriented alternative to fee litigation or fee regulation to disentangle high costs from ancillary services.

B. An Analysis of Guarantee Risk and Reward: An Example

We now turn to the empirical question of whether guarantees are financially viable. The cleanest application of improved performance guarantees concerns, as in our motivating example, a low-cost index guaranteeing improved performance in comparison to a high-cost fund tracking the same index. At least in theory, index-specific guarantees represent a mechanism to arbitrage the expense ratio differential without risk. Each index fund should yield a return exactly equal to the difference between its return and that fund's expenses. Consequently, the lower-cost index return would never be lower than that of the higher-cost index. The guarantee could be offered without risk, and the lower-cost fund would just earn a portion of each period's expense ratio differential, which would be identical to the return differential of the two funds.

In practice, however, index-specific guarantees are not riskless. Index funds that economize on transaction costs typically only strive to track an index by investing in a representative subset of the index stocks. An index-specific guarantor, bearing the risk of error when tracking one or both funds, might drive the return of the higher-cost fund above that of the lower-cost fund. Vanguard claims that a well-run S&P
500 index fund should have a tracking error of five basis points or less, but a Morningstar survey found an average annual tracking error of thirty-eight basis points across all index funds. A competitor fund might also reduce its expenses or refund part of its management fees. In addition, a guarantor would bear the risk that the competitor fund would, after the guarantee was in place, alter its investment strategy (notwithstanding being self-characterized as an index). Thus, index-specific guarantors would bear tracking-error risk, fee risk, and style-drift risk.

Because of these risks, it is an empirical question whether an index-specific guarantee can be profitably offered. In this Section, we address this question. We begin our empirical analysis by returning to the foregoing example of Vanguard guaranteeing that its S&P 500 Index’s performance is superior to that of the MainStay index over any one-year historical period. Utilizing historical data, we calculate the relative performance difference between the two funds for each year-long period beginning at the first of each month over ten years, ranging 2001–2011. Figure 1 shows the histogram of the relative performance for these 120 investment periods.

71. Id.
73. Guarantors might also bear the risk that the competitor fund would reduce its cost once the guarantee was in place. Below we will discuss ways that guarantors can limit their exposure to such risks. See infra Parts III.A, III.B (discussing early guarantor termination of guarantee).
74. Data for these and other calculations is taken from the CRSP Survivor-Bias Free Mutual Fund Database.
One sees immediately that in none of the 120 year-long investment periods did the MainStay index produce a higher (net) return than the Vanguard index. Thus, during this historical period, Vanguard would never have had to pay off on an improved performance guarantee, if it had offered one against the MainStay fund. The worst that VFINX ever did during the sample period was still an outperformance of 0.24%. Figure 1, however, also shows variation in relative performance. The average excess performance was 0.57% (which unsurprisingly is close to Vanguard’s expense advantage of 0.64% with a standard deviation of 0.21%). The variability of expected return suggests some risk that MainStay’s return would exceed Vanguard’s in a particular year. Conservatively assuming that the relative returns are normally distributed with the historical mean and standard deviation, we estimate that the chance of ever having to pay out on the guarantee is incredibly small. Based on

75. The normal distribution is conservative because Figure 1 shows that historical returns are right skewed suggesting that large negative relative returns are less likely than large positive relative returns.

76. A more formal way to analyze the expected cost and benefit of an improved performance guarantee would be to use the Fischer-Margrabe option pricing formula. A Margrabe option is the option to exchange one risky asset for another. Instead of having a fixed exercise price, the exercise price of a Margrabe option fluctuates across time. In the Appendix, we illustrate how applying the Margrabe formula to the foregoing Vanguard/Mainstay guarantee yields similar results. This modification of the Black-Scholes option pricing formula was independently developed in 1978 by Stanley Fischer and William Margrabe. See Fischer Black & Myron Scholes, The Pricing of Options and Corporate Liabilities, 81 J. POL. ECON. 637, 645–53 (1973); see, e.g., Stanley Fischer, Call Option Pricing
the historical distribution of returns, the chance of a negative return in a
given year is only 0.4%.

The estimated cost of the guarantee in instances where the guaran-
tee must be paid is 0.03 basis points. In contrast, we estimate that the ex-
pected benefit to the guarantor of the improved performance guarantee
when the guaranteed performance is delivered is 11 basis points, which is
approximately equal to the mean excess performance multiplied by the
upside percentage (0.56% * 0.2%). These estimates suggest that a Main-
Stay guarantee would be highly profitable for Vanguard. It would raise
its effective compensation from 0.18% on its unguaranteed index invest-
ments to 0.29%, which is a 64% increase in Vanguard's expected expense
ratio on guaranteed investments. The percentage impact on Vanguard's
expected profit would be even more dramatic. For example, if Van-
guard's profit margin on unguaranteed index investments is 2 basis
points, the expected markup on guaranteed investments would be 450%
larger.

The substantial profitability of the guarantee as a standalone con-
tract—trading one-hundred percent of the downside in relative perform-
ance in exchange for twenty percent of the upside in relative perform-
ance—suggests that less favorable trades to the guarantor would
remain profitable. For example, the probability of negative relative re-
turns is so small that Vanguard (or any independent guarantor) could of-fer to pay two-hundred percent or three-hundred percent of any shortfall
in returns without appreciably changing the expected profitability of the
guarantee. Alternatively, sticking with guaranteeing a one-hundred per-
cent of downside risk, Vanguard can take just five percent or ten percent
of the upside relative returns and still remain profitable.

These numbers make a strong prima facie case for the feasibility of
improved performance guarantees and illustrate how the guarantees en-
able a low-cost fund to arbitrage the fee differential and substantially in-
crease its expected expense ratio compensation on the guaranteed fund.
The MainStay index is an extreme example because (putting aside 12b-1
fees which we address below) it had one of the highest expense ratios of
any S&P index fund during the time period we examined. But a similar
analysis of other S&P 500 index funds shows that guarantees could be
profitably offered to a significant portion of the market segment.

When the Exercise Price Is Uncertain, and the Valuation of Index Bonds, 33 J. Fin. 169, 173 n.8 (1978); William Margrabe, The Value of an Option to Exchange One Asset for Another, 33 J. Fin. 177, 180–86 (1978).
77. We estimate that guaranteeing three-hundred percent of downside risk instead of one-
hundred percent would reduce expected profitability of the guarantee from 11.2 to 11.1 basis points.
78. Guaranteeing 100% of downside risk and taking 5% of upside would produce expected
guarantor profits of 2.7 basis points.
79. Abby Rogers et al., Exposed: 36 Popular Index Mutual Funds that Are More Expensive than
Vanguard's, BUSINESS INSIDER (May 15, 2012, 7:15 PM), http://www.businessinsider.com/35-index-
mutual-funds-2012-5?op=1.
80. See Equity Indexed Universal Life, WEALTH PRESERVATION INST. (2006), available at
Suppose that Vanguard were to implement a guarantee share class for every S&P 500 index fund with an expense ratio higher than the first decile. These funds comprise more than $170 billion of total assets as of the end of our sample period. Were Vanguard to extend such an offer, it would form a portfolio of guarantees as customers opted into the guarantee-class shares. The exact composition of this portfolio is difficult to predict, as it would depend on the actual customer response, but it is reasonable to assume that customers would opt-in to the guarantee shares in approximate proportion to the size of the funds targeted by guarantees.

The average payoff on this portfolio over the ten-year window from 2001 to 2011 is 0.064%, which is smaller than the MainStay guarantee, but still a substantial percentage of the Vanguard index fund’s fees. The portfolio is also higher risk. While the MainStay fund never outperformed the Vanguard fund, there are five months during the ten-year period in which Vanguard would have lost money on the guarantee, with a mean payout of 0.018% in those months. The distribution of payouts has a negative skew, suggesting that large negative payouts (profits) are more likely than large positive payouts. The less favorable risk profile for this guarantee is, of course, a function of the large portion of the market to which the guarantee is extended. That eighty-five percent of S&P index fund assets, totaling more than $172 billion, can be profitably guaranteed leaves substantial room for more conservative guarantees that cover less of the market. Life-cycle target date funds which currently have invested more than $500 billion offer another opportunity for something close to riskless arbitrage. These funds, which mechanistically shift from equity to stock, have an average expense ratio of sixty-four basis points while Vanguard charges seventeen basis points.

C. Guaranteeing a Diversified Portfolio of Actively Managed Funds

The foregoing analysis focuses on passively managed index funds, where the main source of risk is tracking error. While index funds account for a growing portion of the mutual fund market, actively managed funds still account for nearly ninety percent of assets held in mutual funds. A potentially much broader application of guarantees would be to target actively managed funds as well. Guaranteeing that an index would outperform an individual actively managed fund would be more risky than targeting an index fund, because, while index funds target a known basket of stocks, there is a chance that the actively managed fund would choose winners that year. Managerial skill or luck in stock selec-
tion is, therefore, an additional source of guarantee risk. But if that risk proves tolerable, guarantees with respect to actively managed funds may open a vast new area of the market to arbitrage via performance guarantees. Moreover, the ability to offer a portfolio of guarantees across a group of higher-cost mutual funds would allow a guarantor to diversify and reduce portfolio risk in much the same way as an insurer, by holding a portfolio of policies, diversifies the risk of loss.

Consider whether Vanguard could guarantee that its S&P 500 index fund would outperform an actively managed large-cap equity fund. Guaranteeing outperformance of a single actively managed fund would be quite risky, but the picture looks very different if Vanguard considers making guarantees on a group of high-cost funds. There is a wealth of information suggesting that index funds on average tend to beat actively managed funds. While Vanguard might not want to guarantee that its index fund will outperform a single high-cost competitor, it becomes a safer bet that its index will outperform most of its high-cost, actively managed competitors. The key is to form a diversified portfolio of guarantees over appropriately selected actively managed funds.

Empirical research in mutual fund performance suggests several potential factors that could be used to predict poor performance relative to an index fund. High-fee funds are likely to underperform, and funds with poor performance in a given year are likely to have poor performance in subsequent years. To demonstrate the empirical profitability of guarantee portfolios with respect to actively managed funds, we form a portfolio of guarantees for funds with high fees and persistent underperformance. Because of the high variance of actively managed returns, it would be difficult to extend a profitable guarantee by taking only twenty percent of the upside. For the actively managed segment of funds, we analyze a version of the guarantee in which Vanguard takes fifty percent of the upside. Of course, investors who elect the guaranteed funds are still better off than if they chose the fund that is a target of the guarantee, and the credible signal of the guarantee may induce investors to opt for the nonguaranteed share class to avoid paying fifty percent of the upside.

86. Gil-Bazo & Ruiz-Verdú, supra note 3, at 2183.
To demonstrate the feasibility of forming a viable guarantee-portfolio for actively managed funds, we start by sorting funds by their expense ratio, limiting the guarantee to funds that are in the highest twenty percent by expense. Among these, we select funds that show particularly poor performance as measured by risk-adjusted returns computed through 2007. Risk-adjusted returns are a standard measure of performance in the mutual fund literature and capture the return a fund delivers to investors after normalizing for the fund’s propensity to make risky bets. The guarantee portfolio is limited to funds with risk-adjusted return in the bottom twenty percent of all funds. Since historical returns through 2007 are used in determining which funds ought to be part of the guarantee portfolio, the payoff on the portfolio is calculated using data after 2007. This ensures that the guarantee portfolio reflects the type of analysis that the guarantor might have undertaken with information available at the time the portfolio was formed.

The guarantee portfolio covers 9.1% of large-cap equity funds and 9.7% of assets held in large-cap equity funds as of the end of 2011. The total balance of guaranteed funds as of the end of the period is $37.9 billion. Such a guarantee would have been historically profitable. The payoff on the guarantee portfolio after 2008 averages 0.55% of total balance of guaranteed funds, but this high average payoff comes with substantial risk as the standard deviation of the payoff is 4%. More than a third of guarantee periods would have required a payout, with an average payout of 5.1%. This is substantially riskier than the index guarantees discussed above, but the average payoff is nevertheless positive. The simple selection criteria and short sample period for the foregoing example mean that the results are not conclusive, but the foregoing suggests that, while challenging and risky, guarantees with respect to actively managed mutual funds are a plausible option.

It is notable that the total size of funds subject to guarantee for the index fund market segment is substantially larger than the total assets in actively managed large cap funds that could be guaranteed, even though large cap funds hold more total assets. This occurs because the relatively precise correlation of returns in index funds eliminates much of the variability between funds, making fees a more robust predictor of relative performance for index funds.

D. Guaranteeing 401(k) Plans and Hedge Funds

We have separately argued that a substantial number of 401(k) retirement plans have supracompetitive fees. Besides guaranteeing improved performance of particular funds, it might be feasible for a 401(k)

fund provider to guarantee improved relative performance at the 401(k) plan level if the plan administrator would agree to offer a substitute menu of funds. The guarantee might say that the net returns of a plan’s participants as a whole will increase relative to what they would have earned if participants had continued to invest in incumbent menu funds with existing fund proportions. The risk that the individual participants would radically change their investment strategy at the moment of rollover might be mitigated by having the guarantor create default analogs to the type of funds that the participant had previously chosen. The guarantor might even guarantee improved relative return to individual participants as long as they make analogous menu investment choices. It would be difficult for a fiduciary to justify keeping a plan tied to a menu of options that was guaranteed to produce inferior returns.90

It might also be possible to use improved performance guarantees to provide better transparency about whether particular hedge funds are worth typical annual fees of two percent base fee plus twenty percent of any positive returns. There are over 10,000 hedge funds and it is difficult for investors (such as small college endowments) to identify those whose net risk-adjusted returns are likely to persistently meet or beat the market.91 Giving other funds (including other hedge funds) the ability to guarantee improved returns might aid institutional investors in identifying poor quality funds, which are so unlikely to outperform the market that they fail the guarantee test.

IV. THE LEGAL AND POLICY CASE FOR IMPROVED PERFORMANCE GUARANTEES

The mutual fund industry is tightly regulated. This Part turns to the question of whether a performance guarantee can be implemented within the current regulatory framework, or whether statutory changes or changes to administrative rules would be required.

In its simplest expression, a performance guarantee is an adjustment to a fund’s returns that ensures that the fund always returns more than the fund against which the guarantee is benchmarked. One way to implement the guarantee would be to create a specialized mutual fund share class that exhibited these performance characteristics. Mutual fund performance is a function of two variables: the return on the assets in the mutual fund’s portfolio and the mutual fund’s fees.92 Since mutual fund

90. A fiduciary might respond that the advisor providing the existing menu provided other services—such as educating participants to enhance participation or make better investment decisions—that might justify the guaranteed lower returns. But in a separate paper, we have shown that plans with higher fees tend to produce lower participation rates, contributions, and more poorly allocated portfolios. Ayres & Curtis, supra note 51, at 18.


92. See, e.g., Morley & Curtis, supra note 30, at 103.
shares are issued and redeemed at the current NAV of the fund’s portfo-
lio,\textsuperscript{93} direct manipulation of the portfolio return is not possible. The only
means by which a mutual fund complex could adjust returns to imple-
ment the guarantee is through management fees. This Part shows how to
implement the improved performance guarantee through a fund’s fee
structure and discusses the legality of doing so.

Consider the Vanguard S&P 500 index fund discussed earlier. Sup-
pose that Vanguard were to offer a class of shares of the fund guaranteed
to outperform the MainStay benchmark. They could be marketed as
“Guarantee Class Shares (MainStay),” and these shares would include
the following guarantee:

Guarantee Class Shares are contractually committed to outper-
forming the MainStay S&P 500 index fund on an after-fee basis. Each month, we will compute the returns of the Vanguard S&P 500
index portfolio and the MainStay S&P 500 index fund over the pre-
vious twelve-month period, including the effect of the MainStay
fund’s fees and a base management fee of 0.18%\textsuperscript{94} on the Vanguard
shares. In months when the performance of the Vanguard fund, less
the base fee, is higher over the preceding twelve-month period, you
will be charged an additional twenty percent of the amount by
which the Vanguard fund has outperformed the MainStay fund. In
months when the performance of the Vanguard portfolio, less man-
agement fees, is lower than the MainStay fund, we will equalize the
annual performance between the two funds. If the difference in re-
turns is less than the base fee, then this adjustment will be achieved
by reducing the base fee until returns are equalized. If the differ-
ence exceeds this amount, then Vanguard will reduce the manage-
ment fee to zero and increase the balance of the portfolio by con-
tributing Vanguard capital to the fund until returns are equalized.

Such a fee structure would ensure that any investor who bought and held
shares of the fund for at least twelve months would do at least as well as
if she had held MainStay S&P 500 index fund shares. The guaranteed
performance comes at a cost of twenty percent of the upside. This fee
structure, then, offers investors an improved performance guarantee.

Is it legal? Answering this question involves delving into the regula-
tion of mutual funds. Legally, each mutual fund in a fund complex is a
separate entity.\textsuperscript{95} That is, every Fidelity fund has its own separate corpo-
rate existence and its own board.\textsuperscript{96} But mutual funds are just pools of as-
sets, lacking employees, office space, or any other operational capabili-
ties. To operate, each Fidelity mutual fund, under the direction of its
board, contracts with Fidelity for the service of managing its assets, and
for this service it pays Fidelity a fee.\textsuperscript{97} Speaking in the language of in-

\textsuperscript{93} Id. at 89.
\textsuperscript{94} Recall that this is the fee of the nonguaranteed VFINX shares of the Vanguard S&P 500 In-
dex Fund. See supra Part III.B.
\textsuperscript{95} See Morley & Curtis, supra note 30, at 92.
\textsuperscript{96} See id.
\textsuperscript{97} See id.
vestment management regulation, each fund is an investment company\textsuperscript{98} and Fidelity is the investment advisor.\textsuperscript{99} Since mutual funds are just pools of assets, they take their identity in the consumer consciousness from their investment advisors.

The performance guarantee fee structure suggested above would therefore be a contract between the corporate entity of the Vanguard S&P 500 index fund and Vanguard, the investment advisor. The contract would adjust the fee based on the relative performance of the fund. Perhaps surprisingly, the law takes a skeptical view of performance-based compensation for investment advisors. Under the Investment Advisors Act of 1940 ("IAA"), investment advisors are barred, as a general matter, from contracting for performance-based compensation.\textsuperscript{100} This bar is subject to an exception for so-called fulcrum fees.\textsuperscript{101} Fulcrum fees are described in the IAA as:

\begin{quote}
[C]ompensation based on the asset value of the company or fund under management averaged over a specified period and increasing and decreasing proportionately with the investment performance of the company or fund over a specified period in relation to the investment record of an appropriate index of securities prices or such other measure of investment performance as the Commission by rule, regulation, or order may specify.\textsuperscript{102}
\end{quote}

A fulcrum fee consists of a base-level fee, which is the fee charged if the fund just matches the benchmark, with performance-based adjustments that are symmetric about the base fee as determined with reference to a benchmark index.\textsuperscript{103} Thus, a fund might charge a one percent fee, plus (minus) ten percent of the amount by which it exceeds (falls short of) a benchmark index. The critical statutory requirements are that the fee increase or decrease proportionately, that is the manager has to have the same upside and downside, and that an "appropriate index" be used.\textsuperscript{104} The typical hedge fund arrangement of two percent base fee plus twenty percent of any positive returns would not be permissible: it is not benchmarked to an index, and the fees are not reduced in the case of underperformance. In practice, fulcrum fees are rarely used.\textsuperscript{105}

The fulcrum fee has significant similarity to the performance guarantee fee structure above. The guarantee features a base fee level of 0.18\% and upward and downward performance-based adjustments of 20\% and 100\% respectively. But there are several differences as well. The performance guarantee is not symmetric, though the asymmetry runs in the shareholders' favor. The performance guarantee is not

\textsuperscript{98.} See id.
\textsuperscript{99.} See id.
\textsuperscript{101.} Id. § 80b-5(b)(2).
\textsuperscript{102.} Id.
\textsuperscript{103.} Edwin J. Elton et al., Incentive Fees and Mutual Funds, 58 J. FIN. 779, 781 (2003).
\textsuperscript{105.} Elton, supra note 103, at 780 ("Incentive fees are not widely used by the mutual fund industry.").
benchmarked by an index of securities; the benchmark is a specific mutual fund. The performance guarantee also differs from previously approved fulcrum fees in that adjustment for underperformance is one-hundred percent of the difference, and this adjustment could exceed the level of the base fee, meaning that the advisor may have to pay out its own capital to the fund. It is clear that the performance guarantee fee would be on new legal territory, but SEC no-action letters provide some guidance.

The first issue is the use of an asymmetric adjustment: twenty percent of upside and one-hundred percent of the downside. From investors' standpoint, such an arrangement is better than the usual symmetric adjustment, since they would receive more in the case of underperformance than they give up in the case of overperformance. The asymmetry itself seems not to be a problem. The SEC, in a no-action letter, has explicitly permitted a fee arrangement that was asymmetric. In that case, the SEC issued a no-action letter with respect to a management fee that would decrease twice as fast as it increased relative to an S&P 500 benchmark.

The fate of a performance guarantee fee structure is not so clear, though. The SEC has objected to a particular class of asymmetric performance-based fees taking the form of a fee refund. In a staff release, the SEC stated that it views fees contingent on exceeding a certain performance benchmark as violating the IAA proscription on performance fees. The staff wrote that the IAA "generally prohibits an investment adviser from being a party to any advisory contract which provides that advisory fees will be waived or refunded, in whole or in part, if a client's account does not meet a specified level of performance . . . ." The staff cited concerns about excessive risk-taking as a concern with such a practice. If a fund's returns are below the threshold for which it is entitled to compensation, then the fund's advisor might choose a highly risk portfolio in an attempt to generate returns that would exceed the benchmark, knowing that if the bet did not payoff, it would receive no fees in any case.

The performance guarantee fee structure has features of both an asymmetric fulcrum fee and a contingent fee. Like an SEC-dispreferred contingent fee, a performance guarantee fee will potentially result in no management fee being collected by the advisor. This would occur if the guarantee shares underperformed the benchmark by more than the base fee. But the contingent fee arrangement described above is also similar
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112. See id.
to the asymmetric fee that the SEC has approved. The permissibility of a performance guarantee fee may turn on the policy motivations of the proscription of performance-based compensation further discussed below.

Three other aspects of the performance guarantee fee structure warrant discussion. First, even if the performance guarantee fee is a permissible fulcrum fee, can a single fund be used as a benchmark? This question is novel. The IAA requires that funds use an "appropriate index of securities prices or such other measure of investment performance as the Commission by rule, regulation, or order may specify." SEC discussion of benchmarks has focused on the selection of an appropriate index, that is, one that closely benchmarks the fund's investing style. For example, it would be impermissible for an equities fund to select the Consumer Price Index ("CPI") as a benchmark, since equities typically offer higher returns than the increase in the CPI. The SEC has emphasized that the index ought to be similar in construction to the investing style of the fund in question.

These restrictions reflect a policy concern that use of a benchmark index with lower expected returns than the fund's investing style would lead to a scenario in which investors would regularly pay more than the base fee due to the appropriate index. This could potentially allow funds to effectively charge more than the stated base fee while concealing the additional expense as a performance incentive that the advisor was almost certain to earn. While this is a sensible concern in general, the notion that the benchmark must approximate the expected return of the fund is problematic for the performance guarantee fee structure. It is precisely the fact that the Vanguard fund is overwhelmingly likely to outperform MainStay that makes a guarantee possible. The guarantee relies, in a sense, on an inappropriate benchmark.

A second novel feature of the performance guarantee is that the amount of the downward fee adjustment may exceed the base fee, meaning that the fund advisor may have to pay money into the fund. Whether such an arrangement is permissible has not been established. One SEC no-action letter suggested that such an arrangement is not allowed: "Fulcrum fee contracts do not subject advisers' capital to risk. It is only the advisers' fees that are subject to risk, and then only to the degree that

113. See id.
115. See Factors to be Considered in Connection with Investment Company Advisory Contracts Containing Incentive Arrangements, Release No. 315, 1972 WL 125497 (Apr. 6, 1972) [hereinafter Factors to be Considered].
117. See Factors to be Considered, supra note 115; see also, Mexico Fund, SEC No-Action Letter, 1975 WL 8955 (Feb 12, 1975) (declining to permit a fund of low-growth securities to track an index of high-growth securities).
118. See sources cited supra note 117.
119. See Factors to be Considered, supra note 115.
they are also subject to increase.”120 But in a speech to independent mutual fund directors, a member of the SEC staff suggested the opposite: “It must be clear to you and the adviser what the fulcrum fee represents, including that the adviser, in addition to incurring a decline or elimination of its fee, may owe the fund money under certain conditions.”121 This suggests that fee arrangements in which the downward adjustment exceeds the base fee are, at least in the view of one staffer, potentially allowable, though the outcome of a no-action request is far from clear.122

Lastly, the possibility that the fund advisor (in making good on the guarantee) might have to pay money into particular guaranteed share classes might cause the arrangement to run afoul of section 18(f) of the IAA and the associated SEC Rule 18f-3.123 Section 18(f) prohibits open-end investment companies from issuing “senior securities.”124 Rule 18f-3 provides a limited exemption to that provision that allows the issuance of multiple share classes that allows limited differences between share classes with regard to their fees and voting rights.125 While differential fulcrum fees across share classes are unproblematic, Rule 18f-3 might prohibit the proceeds of the guarantee payment from being taken exclusively by the guarantee share class in scenarios where the payoff exceeds the base fee, since that would effectively give the guarantee share class priority in payment with respect to certain assets.126 This would occur only in the very unusual circumstance that the guarantee paid off in excess of the base fee of the guaranteed fund, but it is a possibility. Guarantors could avoid the potential problem of 18f-3 by issuing the guarantee shares as separate funds and not merely as separate share classes—but doing so would necessitate a great deal of duplicative administrative and legal expense. Another alternative might be to cap the guarantee payout at the level of base expenses, which would reduce the value of the guarantee to investors by a small amount, but avoid the regulatory issue. Finally, seeking regulatory reform of this provision could, of course, eliminate the problem.

The foregoing discussion points to legal complexity of fitting the performance guarantee fee arrangement within the existing legal framework for fulcrum fees and the prohibition on issuance of senior securities. It is notables, though, that as a matter of policy, improved perfor-
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122. See id.
125. 17 C.F.R. § 270.18f-3.
126. 17 C.F.R. § 270.18f-3(c). Other readings of the rule, however, are possible. 17 C.F.R. § 270.18f-3(a)(1)(i) allows each class to “have a different arrangement for shareholder services or the distribution of securities” and 17 C.F.R. 270.18f-3(a)(1)(ii) allows each class to “pay a different advisory fee to the extent . . . of different investment performance of each class.”
mance guarantees do not implicate the concerns that motivated the passage of section 18f. Congress was concerned that senior securities that created "a priority over any other class to a distribution of assets" could lead to "abuses . . . when funds [are] leveraged without any significant limitations." But the potential "priority" of guaranteed shares to advisor funds need not expose the unguaranteed (junior) class shareholders to the kinds of risk that might arise in leveraged funds.

The improved performance guarantee also does not implicate the concerns that motivated the adoption of fulcrum fee regulation in section 205 of the IAA. The two primary worries of Congress were concerns of unfair excess compensation and concerns about excessive risk taking. Performance guarantee fees raise neither issue.

Because mutual fund fees are negotiated by boards of directors who often have close relationships with the advisors with whom they negotiate, Congress has periodically become concerned about the level of fees in mutual funds as a matter of consumer protection. The restriction on performance-based fees is part of this pattern. As described earlier, a performance guarantee fee is possible precisely because some mutual funds have lower fees than other, similar mutual funds, and these fees ensure that the low-fee fund will regularly outperform. The very fact that an advisor is willing to offer a performance guarantee fee arrangement is evidence that the fee is not only fair, but substantially better than at least one option in the market.

This argument has implications for the choice of benchmark as well. While the SEC usually frowns on a choice of benchmark that a fund is likely to beat, this concern is more apposite than the typical case where the base fee is itself comparable to the market average. Here, the base is substantially better than other fees in the market, and it is this cost advantage that ensures that the guarantee is viable. While the Vanguard can be expected to regularly outperform the MainStay fund, and investors who elect the guarantee shares will usually pay more than the base fee, the guarantee ensures that the consumers will always do better, even after this deduction. Put simply, if the MainStay fee structure is not excessive or unfair, then what policy reason can there be for obstructing a fee structure that is guaranteed to leave investors better off?


128. In particular, if the guarantee advisor obligations were cleared on a daily basis, as described infra at text accompanying note 145, the unguaranteed shareholders would need not bear additional risk from the possibility of advisor payments or early redemption of the guaranteed shares.

129. See Factors to be Considered, supra note 115.

130. Id.


133. See supra Part III.D.

134. See Factors to be Considered, supra note 115.
In barring contingent fee arrangements, the SEC expressed concerns regarding excessive risk taking. The particular concern of the SEC involves a fund that will earn no fees unless it beats the benchmark, but will not owe additional money, if it badly underperforms. This gives managers an incentive to make risky bets, since they will earn fees, if the bets pay off, and investors will bear the losses, if they do not. This concern is, once again, absent in the case of a performance guarantee. In the case of a performance-guaranteed index fund, this concern is clearly misplaced. Since index funds are committed by their prospectus to attempt to match the index they track, risk-taking is not an issue. An actively managed guaranteed fund counsels more caution, but the particular form of risk-taking that concerns the SEC is absent. Since a performance guarantee requires that fund managers make up investor losses relative to the benchmark dollar for dollar, there is no temptation to make risky bets. If anything, managers might be risk-averse, since they bear one-hundred percent of losses, and take only twenty percent of the upside.

While a performance guarantee is novel legal territory, it is closely related to permissible fulcrum fees. Many of the policy concerns that have motivated the careful regulation of fulcrum fees are absent in the case of performance guarantees: fees are likely to be lower, not higher, and managerial risk-taking will be, if anything, somewhat cautious. Particularly in the case of low-cost index funds, the case for permitting performance guaranteed share classes through a fulcrum-fee-style implementation seems strong from a policy standpoint. The SEC should encourage the use of this fee structure by issuing no-action letters and by issuing a staff release giving guidelines for the issuance of no-action letters. In addition, the SEC should explicitly create a section 6 exemption for funds that offer differential guarantees on its share classes so as to avoid conflicts with section 18f.

V. CHALLENGES AND DETAILS OF IMPLEMENTATION

This Part considers additional concerns and implementation details that would affect performance guarantees.

A. Managing Risk

The recent economic crisis has underscored the possibility that guarantors will breach their promises to provide compensation when the

135. See Contingent Advisory Compensation Arrangements, supra note 108.
136. See id.
137. See Choi et al., supra note 14, at 5.
138. Investment Company Act of 1940, 15 U.S.C. § 80a-6(c) (The Commission by rules and regulations may exempt any class of transaction “from any provision or provisions of this subchapter or of any rule or regulation thereunder, if and to the extent that such exemption is necessary or appropriate in the public interest . . .”).
guarantee fails. The financial crisis has also raised concerns about “Black Swan” risks that are not captured in the historical data. Consumers and regulators (as well as readers) may be concerned that, despite the evidence we have presented that performance guarantees are viable, they may nevertheless pose risks to the financial stability of mutual fund advisors and therefore to the financial well-being of investors who rely on the guarantees.

While the experience of the financial crisis counsels caution, the risks of a guaranteed performance regime are likely to be manageable. First, the implementation we have described, in which fees are adjusted on a monthly basis to ensure that returns meet the guarantee requirement for the previous year, ensures that fund companies and investors bear only one month of guarantee risk at a time. A shareholder who has stayed in the fund for twelve months is guaranteed returns that at least match the benchmark, and that guarantee must be settled through adjustments made at the end of that month. Even if the thirteenth month produces a deficiency that forces the fund advisor into bankruptcy, the guarantee for the preceding twelve-month period is secure.

Regulators could go even further to secure the guarantee by requiring that the fund advisor hold sufficient funds to settle the guarantee in a separate account at the end of each business day. If, on any day, the fund was unable to post a sufficient balance, then the fund would be immediately shut down with the account balance distributed to investors. Mutual funds already compute net asset value on a daily basis, so this type of settlement would fit well within the existing operational structure. Such a regime would ensure investors that only one-day’s potential guarantee was ever at risk. Particularly in the case of low-risk guarantees on high-cost index funds, such a regime would hardly be onerous, since the guaranteed fund would almost never underperform, and therefore almost never have to post a balance.

Nor does the performance guarantee engender the type of systemic risks that surfaced during the financial crisis. Mutual fund assets are separate from their advisors’ assets. The assets of a fund could never be endangered by the financial distress of the parent caused by paying a guarantee on another fund. There is therefore no channel of contagion
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139. For example, AIG wrote billions of dollars in credit default swaps that promised to pay in the event that underlying securities defaulted. When defaults became widespread, AIG was unable to pay its obligations and was eventually bailed out by the U.S. government. See generally, FIN. CRISIS INQUIRY COMM’N, THE FINANCIAL CRISIS INQUIRY REPORT: FINAL REPORT OF THE NATIONAL COMMISSION OF THE CAUSES OF THE FINANCIAL AND ECONOMIC CRISIS IN THE UNITED STATES 344–52 (2011) (discussing AIG’s difficulties in meeting its investment guarantees without a government bailout).


by which a guarantee could endanger other funds. 143 Mutual fund advisors that are full-service financial companies may have other contractual commitments that could potentially be endangered by a large guarantee payoff, but this risk too is small. If only one month, or even one day, of guaranteed funds is ever at stake, then the financial stakes are relatively low. Contrast this with the situation of “haircuts” in the repo market in which huge loans would become unavailable if banks were unable to meet margin requirements that were a small percentage of the loan. 144 Here, the contract is settled in full monthly, or even daily. While not risk free, a performance guarantee is dissimilar to the types of bets that caused the financial crisis.

Guarantee contracts might also be structured to manage less predictable risks. For example, one of the primary risks in a performance guarantee would be that the benchmark fund might cut its fees or change its investing style. In a sense, the guarantee is to beat a particular fee structure and investment strategy; however, if the benchmark fund cuts its expense ratio in half, the guarantee might become unprofitably costly. To address this, guarantee contracts might make the guarantee contingent on the benchmark fund not making these changes. If the fund were to explicitly alter its investing style or substantially lower its fees, the guarantee shares could simply liquidate (after settling any current payoff on the guarantee) and return the capital to the investors, or even transfer investors to a position in the benchmark fund. 145 Alternatively, the guarantee could be tied to the benchmark fund’s expense ratio at the beginning of each annual period. Under this alternative approach, the guarantee is improved performance over what the investor would have earned, if the benchmark fund continued to charge the same historical expenses, decreasing the benchmark fund’s expense ratio. The guarantee liability is determined by taking the benchmark fund’s reported returns and expenses and calculating what the benchmark returns would be, if it had incurred the historic expense ratio.

It is more difficult for a guarantor to make a guarantee contingent on the investment strategy. Actively managed funds may engage in substantial strategy drift without changing their stated strategies. Accordingly, it may be in the joint interest of guarantors and guaranteed fund shareholders to provide the guarantor a call option to buy back the guarantee asset from the fund shareholder at an exercise price that would allow the shareholder to reinvest in the benchmark fund. In other words, the guarantee contract might grant the guarantor the right to prematurely terminate the guarantee and pay what amounts to compensatory damages. For example, imagine that our investor in MainStay’s fund accepts Vanguard’s guarantee and transfers $25,000 from MainStay’s index to
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the Vanguard's. Moreover, imagine that three months later, the money invested in the Vanguard Index is now worth $26,000, but those same funds, if they had continued to be invested in the MainStay index, would have been worth $26,500. Vanguard might not know why MainStay's fund is beating its lower cost index, but regardless of the cause, Vanguard may choose to end the guarantee by adding $500 to the investor's account, which is just enough money for the investor to switch back to MainStay and reestablish her initial account.\textsuperscript{146} The early termination option is an equitable way for guarantors to protect themselves from low-probability risks that may not be captured by historic analysis of the guarantor's expected costs.

The question of early termination points to a more general policy tradeoff in allowing guarantee carveouts. Carveouts may appropriately protect guarantors from bearing excessive risks, but, at the same time, anything that makes the guarantees more complex and contingent undermines their effectiveness at speaking clearly to unsophisticated investors.

\textbf{B. Fund and Investor Opportunism}

One concern is that, if guarantors have some latitude to terminate guarantees, they will insincerely guarantee improved performance—not because they actually expect the returns of the guaranteed fund to exceed the returns of the benchmark fund, but because it is a means of acquiring the investor's account. For instance, imagine that MainStay guaranteed that its higher-cost index would outperform Vanguard's lower-cost index for three months, with the guarantee then withdrawn. MainStay does not expect to make money from the guarantee. The guarantee is a loss leader dangled in hopes of acquiring funds for new accounts that would remain in MainStay's index fund or its other funds after the guarantee expires. Such "teaser" guarantees, which are akin to teaser interest rates on credit cards and mortgages,\textsuperscript{147} are a serious policy concern—not only because they may aid cognitively constrained investors in mistaken investments, but also because they weaken the transparent quality signal of guarantees. An important function of the improved performance guarantee is that it can reduce the promotional noise in the mutual fund markets. In our initial conception, potential investors see three types of funds: superior funds that guarantee superior performance to the benchmarked inferior funds, inferior funds that guarantee inferior returns and are used as benchmarks by superior funds, and funds that neither make guarantees nor are used as benchmarks. In this conception,

\textsuperscript{146} The guarantee might or might not include an additional amount to compensate the investor for the hassle of having to switch back and for possible tax consequences of the switch. Index funds tend to be highly tax-efficient, but guarantee compensation would itself be taxable if it exceeds the waiver of management fees. Since the tax consequences to individual investors would vary, it may not be possible to fully compensate investors for the tax consequences of the guarantee.

\textsuperscript{147} See \textit{supra} note 21 and accompanying text.
potential investors should steer clear of the inferior fund, possibly prefer­ring the first group of funds over the third. Short-term teaser guarantees, however, threaten to muddy this signaling equilibrium by giving higher-cost funds a means of insincerely guaranteeing superior returns when they, in fact, expect to deliver.

One way to address this issue is through close regulation of the baseline fee for guarantee-class shares. Since fulcrum fees generally require SEC preapproval through a no-action letter, the SEC is in a position to ensure that the fee charged in the absence of a guarantee is actually lower than the benchmark fund. If the fees of the guarantee class shares are in fact higher, this should raise serious concerns that the motivation for the guarantee is not in good faith, and the SEC is in a position to block such guarantees, and should. More generally, it would be reasonable to ask prospective guarantors to demonstrate a reasonable possibility of success in outperforming the benchmark before permitting the issuance of guarantee shares.

Bad faith guarantees are viable only if the guarantor can eventually terminate the guarantee. We have already identified cases in which terminating a guarantee would be legitimate, such as style drift and fee changes. The termination of a guarantee obviously represents a substantial change in investment risk and should be handled carefully. There are two cases to distinguish. If at the time that a guarantee ends, the guarantee fund has failed to produce superior returns, regulation should require the guaranteeing fund to cash out the investor's shares and return the proceeds to the investor—unless the investor affirmatively consents at that time to retain those funds in the failed investment. The divestment default would help produce a separating equilibrium that intentionally discriminates against insincere guarantees. Furthermore, MainStay could lawfully guarantee that its higher-cost index would out­perform Vanguard's lower-cost index for some fixed duration of time. At the end of that guarantee term, however, MainStay would need to send the investor a check or enable the shareholder to reinvest in Vanguard's index, unless it could convince an adequately informed shareholder to continue in the underperforming fund on an unguaranteed basis. While leaving unaffected those guarantees that succeed in delivering superior performance, the prospect of losing most of the invested money at the end of the insincere guarantee will likely deter such teaser guarantees from being offered in the first place. The divestment default is likely to simultaneously support clarity in the guarantor's speech and further the investor's expectations. After all, individuals who invested and expected superior returns normally do not want to continue in an unguaranteed fund that is falling short of an achievable alternative.

148. See supra notes 108–31 and accompanying text.
149. See supra Part V.A.
150. Alternatively, it might be possible for investors at the time of initially investing in the guarantee fund to give the fund non-discretionary instructions to sell fund shares and reinvest proceeds in the benchmark fund, if the guarantee failed.
The second instance is when the guarantee is performed as promised, but is terminated for reasons unrelated to performance. If Vanguard guaranteed superior performance over MainStay's index and succeeded in delivering superior performance, but wished to terminate a guarantee share class because the target fund was liquidating, for example, the case for forcing Vanguard to divest shareholders at the end of the guarantee is weaker. Forcing Vanguard to return the funds to the investors would provide strong protection against opportunism, but if those investments sit as cash due to investor inattention, such a regime may leave both Vanguard and the investors worse off. In that case, simply moving shareholders to the non-guaranteed shares in the same fund might be reasonable, provided shareholders are given clear notice of the change.

Performance guarantee opportunism is not limited to investment advisors. Investors may behave opportunistically as well. In the guarantee implementation we have described, investors can buy the guarantee, at any time, with the promise that if they hold them for twelve months or longer, their performance will meet or exceed the benchmark fund. In shorter intervals, they may exceed or fall short of the benchmark. One particular concern is that the fund advisor may need to pay into the fund to satisfy the annual guarantee, if the high-performance month rolls out of the twelve-month window and the most recent month is relatively low-performance. The payment in such a case would exceed the shortfall in the most recent month, since it must make up for the poor performance over the entire year and the advisor will lose the offsetting effect of the thirteen-month old outperformance. An investor who buys guarantee shares during such a month would have a windfall if they are able to immediately leave. To make matters worse, this would be a relatively predictable event, since the high-performance month and subsequent poor performance would be public information, only the performance during the final month would be in question. Investors who buy in anticipation of a payout and then redeem immediately could threaten the feasibility of guaranteed shares.

Fortunately, this problem can be addressed through the use of redemption fees. These “back-load” fees are costs incurred when investors redeem their shares. They are frequently used by mutual funds to deter short-term investing which can be costly for the fund. For example, a fund may charge a one percent fee to investors who fail to hold shares for a full year. Ideally, funds would impose redemption fees that just offset the unearned guarantee gains of investors who have invested for less than a year and have obtained a surplus payment as a result of

poor performance before they entered the fund. More simply, the fee could be set so that an investor who leaves the fund would do as well as the better of either the benchmark fund or the nonguaranteed shares, but no better. This type of adjustment is not contemplated by Rule 22c-2, and, even if permitted, would require carefully tracking individual investor’s tenure in the fund to adjust the fee at the investor level. All that is important to deter opportunistic behavior is that the fee exceed any un­earned payout. Rule 22c-2 caps the fee at two percent, which is likely to be more sufficient in the vast majority of cases. After the consumer has spent a year in the fund, they have participated in all performance that is the basis for any fee adjustments and the redemption fee can and should be waived.

C. 12b-1 Fees for Class B and C Shareholders and Capital Gain Taxes

Another detail that must be considered is the impact of taxes and loads on investors departing from a benchmark fund in order to take advantage of the guarantee. If an investor switched to a guarantee fund, but incurred significant taxes or back-end loads in carrying out the transaction, she may end up worse off, even if her performance on the assets actually invested in the new fund was guaranteed. The tax consequences of a transaction depend on facts about the individual investor that the guarantee shares cannot account for. Similarly, the way mutual fund sales loads are often implemented means that some investors may owe contingent deferred sales charges when exiting a fund and the amount of these charges will depend on the length of time they had held the shares. If there are personal characteristics of investors that alter the consequences of leaving a fund, the guarantee might be misleading.

We begin with a consideration of sales loads. Our early focus on the no-load, but high-fee, MainStay index understates the arbitrage potential for improved performance guarantees in one important dimension. 12b-1 fees, which often add one-hundred basis points to the expense ratio, are deducted from fund assets that are usually paid to brokers. Front-load fees. While many load structures are in use, traditionally, many load funds issued two or three share classes. Class A shares might

155. For actively managed funds, guarantee payouts did exceed two percent on an annual basis, but recall that guarantee class shares would be required to adjust fees at the end of each month to account for the previous year's guarantee. Thus, it is not the full guarantee amount, but just the amount of difference that must be paid out in a given month.
traditionally charge a front-load fee of five percent. This front-load is not included in the expense ratio. Investing $100 in such Class A shares means that $5 would be immediately deducted by the fund and paid to the broker as a transaction commission, and the client account would begin with an initial balance (and initial liquidation value) of $95.

As an alternative to front-loads, many load funds would also offer Class B shares. Instead of charging a five percent front-load fee, Class B shares charge one percent 12b-1 fees for the first five years of investment and then automatically convert to Class A shares, without a front-load or any continuing 12b-1 fees. Class B shares often charge a "contingent deferred sales load" or back-end load, if investors sold the fund before the end of the five years.159 These contingent back-end charges would typically decline over time to assure, either through 12b-1 or the back-end load fees, that the early exiting investor would pay a total of five percent in broker's commission.160 For example, an investor who decided to exit, after two years of paying one percent 12b-1 fees, would typically need to pay a back-end load of three percent.161

Contingent back-load fees seem to substantially impede the ability of a low-cost fund to guarantee that an investor would have more money in his or her account. An investor who had just invested $100 in Class B shares would have an account balance of $100, but would only be able to transfer $95 to the guarantor fund with the five percent back-end load fee. Thus, after a year, low-cost funds would not be able to guarantee that they could exceed the returns of a high-fee competitor by more than five percent.

Nevertheless, a Fidelity or Vanguard fund could still guarantee an increase in liquidation value, if the Class B investor transferred funds. Holding Class B shares is economically equivalent to paying a five percent front-load fee—albeit with a no-interest loan of this load amount back to the investor.162 The Class B investor pays back the loan through five one percent 12b-1 fees or the contingent back-end load fees. As a result, at the time of investing, the Class B investor has fundamentally committed to a five percent load payment. Although the Class B investor had an initial account balance of $100, her initial liquidation value was $95; the cost is sunk.

Some investor protection advocates may argue that low-cost funds like Fidelity or Vanguard offering guaranteed share classes are at risk of inducing an imprudent liquidation of Class B shares that would leave investors worse off after investor-specific loads are taken into account. This concern, however, misapprehends the unavoidability of these Class B five percent load fees. The Class B shareholder who waits five years before shifting to a lower-cost fund avoids the back-end load but is subject-
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162. This implicit loan earns interest at the same rate as the appreciation in the fund value (as the 12b-1 fees and back-end fees are percentages of the future value of fund).
ed to five years of one percent fees. The key idea is that the lower-cost fund could profitably guarantee to improve the liquidation value of Class B shareholders at any point in the future. Far from a trick that lures uninformed shareholders into unnecessarily incurring otherwise avoidable back-end fees, the improved liquidation value guarantee helps neutralize likely cognitive biases that inefficiently lock shareholders into bad investments. For example, shareholders who hyperbolically discount will inordinately value deferred payment of the load compensation.

Capital gains taxes are also a concern. It is important to note that mutual funds distribute capital gains on transactions in the underlying portfolio to investors annually, so investors generally do not have large capital gains associated with mutual fund shares. Nevertheless, there is some residual concern that guarantees might induce investors in mutual funds to sell and mistakenly trigger the realization of capital gain. To the extent the capital gains tax obligation will eventually be realized, the argument is analogous to the case of loads. But, if both funds decline after the investor realizes the gain, then the investor making the switch might be worse off. Since this is an investor-specific tax issue, this could not be addressed through fund-level guarantees.

This potential under-compensation is notable, but not fatal to the guarantee concept. It is still the case that, with respect to the dollars actually invested in the guarantee shares, those dollars will enjoy a higher return than if they remained in the benchmark fund. The risk that capital gains will be realized unnecessarily applies to any decision to sell a security with a capital gain and is not unique to performance guarantees. Though this problem should be small in most cases, in light of the regular distribution of capital gains, investors considering a switch to a guaranteed share class should be advised to exercise caution with respect to taxes. To the extent tax issues remain a concern, fund companies might offer guarantees in excess of one-hundred percent of the downside in exchange for a larger upside take, so that investors would have a better chance of being made whole even net of taxes.

Finally, there are substantial profit opportunities for low-cost funds to offer improved performance guarantees to Class C shareholders. Typically Class C shareholders are charged what is called a “level load” of, say, one percent a year for as long as they hold the fund. These level loads can offer Class C shareholders flexibility relative to Class B shares—as Class C shareholders who sell after one or two years to avoid the back-end fees of Class B ownership and might end up paying less to-

166. See supra Part III.D for a discussion of this alternative implementation.
tal broker commission. On the other hand, Class B shareholders who buy and hold for more than five years can end up paying a much higher total broker commission.

From a profitability standpoint, Class C shareholders create the most lucrative opportunities for guarantors. Consider, for example, the Class C shares of Nationwide's S&P Index (GRMCX). Its Class C shareholders are charged annual 1% 12b-1 fees, which raises the fund's aggregate annual fees to 1.18%. Thus, Vanguard has a 101 basis point advantage over Nationwide's index.

From a policy perspective, however, improved performance guarantees with respect to load funds might represent an inefficient form of "free riding." Stock brokers can provide valuable services in advising retail investors on what types of investments are most suitable given the investors' investment goals and risk preferences. A broker who sinks the costs necessary to make these suitability determinations and directs the investor to an appropriate fund category runs the risk that an improved performance guarantee will prematurely end the broker's conversation. Similar to the lower-cost Internet seller who free rides on the brick-and-mortar stores that take the time to guide consumers to the most suitable product, the guarantor of the lower-cost fund free rides on the broker. Such free riding can drive out the provision of valuable broker services.167

Inefficient free riding is not a concern with regard to either Class A or B shareholders, because the brokers are guaranteed minimum compensation. It is a possibility, however, with regard to Class C shareholders. But even with respect to Class C shares, the net effect of guarantees would likely be welfare-enhancing, with the primary effect being to alter broker compensation arrangements. We prefer a world where brokers more directly charge clients for providing advice. We want to discourage them from directing their clients toward Class C shares on investments that have lower-cost alternatives.

By making certain types of commission compensation less attractive, performance guarantees may have a direct effect in improving the quality of investment advising. Investors commonly receive investment advice from two types of professionals: brokers and investment advisors.168 Investment advisors are fiduciaries for their clients.169 We believe that the availability of a fund that is guaranteed to outperform a particular investment option would bar a fiduciary from recommending the dominated option to their client. The guarantee would therefore leverage the fiduciary duties of investment advisors to direct investors away from poor funds. Brokers, who are held only to a duty of suitability,170 fre-
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quently recommend funds that carry considerable loads, since these loads comprise compensation for the broker.\footnote{171} It is unclear that the existence of a guarantee to outperform a particular fund would bar a broker under a duty of suitability from recommending the dominated fund, but the existence of performance guarantees with respect to broker-sold funds may at least attract the attention of investors and lead them to question the quality of advice they are receiving.

\subsection*{D. Collusion and Bonding Concerns}

Industrial organization economists are often on the lookout for “facilitating practices,” which might superficially seem benign, but indirectly dampen incentives for firms to behave competitively.\footnote{172} For example, Steve Salop has shown that most favored nation (“MFN”) guarantees—through which a seller guarantees that a particular consumer will receive the lowest price at which the seller sells—can reduce sellers’ incentives to cut price generally.\footnote{173} Nevertheless, improved performance promises operate very differently. With MFN guarantees, a seller who cuts its price is forced to disgorge its own money; with improved performance guarantees, a benchmark fund who cuts its expenses forces its guaranteeing rivals to disgorge money. Improved performance guarantees are a potential mechanism to raise rivals’ costs.\footnote{174} The opportunity to weaken your competitor would give benchmark mutual funds an additional reason to reduce their fees to a more competitive level. Even though improved performance guarantees increase multi-market contact,\footnote{175} it is unlikely that they would unwittingly retard firms’ competitive impulses.\footnote{176} Fund complexes might collude to refrain from offering such guarantees because the firms fear the probable procompetitive effects of the aforementioned guarantees. In that case, however, the problem would be the collusion and not the guarantees themselves.

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
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E. Some Alternative Structures

We have described a guarantee as being provided directly by the lower-cost fund in which the investor is making the investment in the form of a class of guaranteed shares. Because the fund would control the investor's assets, it could directly deduct its compensation from any excess relative return. Moreover, as mentioned above, a recipient fund's guarantees can be used as a powerful account acquisition device. It would also be possible for intermediaries to offer guarantees and to contract with the investor, and the new fund that the investor must invest in as a condition of receiving the guarantee. Guarantee intermediaries might also serve as the investor's broker or financial advisor and retain sufficient control over the investor's funds in order to efficiently harvest compensation from excess returns. Guarantee intermediaries might specialize in making the kinds of calculations necessary to assess the feasibility of particular guarantees, and they might be able to operate profitably without having to contract with the new funds that receive the investor's investment.

To illustrate further, an intermediary might create a space where retail investors auction their current fund accounts to the competitor who makes the most lucrative guarantee offer. For example, a "Lending Tree"-like intermediary could provide investors in the MainStay Index fund with the opportunity to offer the balances in their fund to competitor complexes for potential guarantees. Vanguard might offer to guarantee improved performance in return for nineteen percent of any excess return, and Fidelity might "bid" for the investors by offering improved performance in return for only seventeen percent of the upside. Similar to the guarantee, a structured auction will likely allow the investor not only to realize that MainStay's fund is dominated, but also to know which competitor is offering the most attractive guarantee. Competitive pressure in the auction can attenuate some of the concerns raised above regarding the possibility of overcompensating guarantors for putting competitive pressure on high-fee funds. In other words, when guarantors compete for your investment, you win.

While an intermediary-based approach to guarantees has some advantages, the legal obstacles to an intermediary-based guarantee scheme are higher than the share-class implementation. Current FINRA rules impose an absolute bar to performance-based compensation for financial advisors, including the types of fulcrum fees which we suggest could be used to implement a guarantee share class. Even if these rules were al-

177. See supra Part III.
tered, guarantee contracts between investors and a third party where a financial payoff depended on the relative return would be a kind of financial derivative,180 and might therefore fall under the scope of regulations of over-the-counter derivatives.181 These legal hurdles lead us to focus on a share-class level guarantee.

While the foregoing examples follow a quid pro quo construction (i.e., the guarantor covering one-hundred percent of relative downside risk in return for twenty percent of the excess upside), a myriad of other forms of downside protection and upside compensation is possible. Besides changing the downside percentage of any shortfall in performance, including for guarantees of two-hundred percent or more, it is possible to pay the investor a fixed amount or a percentage of the initial investment when the guaranteed fund fails to outperform the benchmark fund. Similarly, if the guaranteed fund produced superior performance, the compensation could be structured as a fixed bonus to the guarantor. The guarantor can also charge a noncontingent lump sum or periodic fee for providing guarantee services. As discussed above,182 the particular form of the downside protection and guarantor protection will likely be driven by legal constraints on the guarantor.

To summarize, we present an affirmative economic case to contend that improved performance guarantees can enhance mutual fund competition. Guarantees are not only feasible, but also likely to be profitable in the current environment. They offer cognitively limited investors with credible and highly salient information on the relative quality of different mutual funds. Not all mutual funds will offer guarantees or be the benchmark of other funds' guarantees, but the funds that are marked by credible guarantees as having inferior returns will face increased competitive pressure to lower their fees or improve their performance. Indeed, a guarantee system may also make the brokerage and financial advisory markets more competitive. A broker or financial advisor who advises a client to invest in the shares of a fund that is guaranteed to produce poorer performance than another fund's is demonstrably failing to provide reasonable advice. Thus, while today's guarantees could produce substantial profits for the guarantor, a guarantee market would become less profitable in the long run—both because multiple guarantors would bid down the compensation for offering the guarantees and because the worst benchmarks would clean up their acts or exit the market.

VI. BEYOND MUTUAL FUNDS: LOWER ALL-IN COST GUARANTEES

Until now, we have focused on the use of improved performance guarantees in the mutual fund space. Nevertheless, the guarantee concept has the promise of mitigating the back-end pricing problem that has

180. Specifically, they would be a type of exchange option.
182. See supra Part II.
plagued a wide variety of consumer markets. As discussed above, consumers have difficulty recognizing and correctly measuring front-end and back-end prices, the latter of which are contingent on their future behavior. Underestimating the probability that they will incur a back-end fee or the prospective disutility of bearing the fee (i.e., hyperbolic discounting) may lead consumers to mistakenly prefer retailers with low front-end prices but cognitively hidden back-end fees.

Improved performance guarantees directly respond to this problem by giving sellers with higher front-end prices, but lower contingent back-end fees, a new mechanism to credibly convey to consumers at the time of contracting their overall price advantage. As with the mutual fund guarantees, the guarantor calculates what the front-end and back-end fees would have been, if the consumer had used another competitive supplier and automatically rebates any excess charges. For example, a Verizon cellphone guarantee that promises lower costs than a user’s existing AT&T contract over the next year can analogously promise to rebate one-hundred percent of any overage charges at the end of the year in return for receiving twenty percent of any relative savings.

As when utilized by mutual funds, improved performance guarantees can reduce the anxiety of changing providers. Thus, improved performance guarantees are particularly well-tailored to respond to status quo bias by allowing the consumer to test the waters of a new supplier while guaranteed of retaining any pricing benefits of his or her former supplier. These guarantees thereby reduce the cognitive switching costs, which can impede market competition. Furthermore, these guarantees are valuable to unbiased but uninformed consumers who are trying to efficiently identify the lowest overall cost provider.

This Part will analyze the ways in which improved performance guarantees can be applied to nearly a dozen different retail consumer markets. Implementing the guarantee idea in retail markets, however, raises three distinct information challenges that were largely absent from the mutual fund analog. Using cellphone and credit contracts as motivating examples, this Part highlights these potential implementation barriers, which we call the “performance measure,” the “counterfactual,” and the “consumer prediction” problems. It then steps back and sketches the potential for these guarantees in a variety of specific consumer contexts.

A. Three Informational Challenges

To offer a meaningful guarantee of improved performance, a guarantee must be able to contractually define verifiable measures of seller performance. In the mutual fund context, while the return on assets is a

183. See supra notes 20–29 and accompanying text.
natural measure of fund performance, it is not the only measure.\textsuperscript{186} Mutual funds might provide different qualities of service on other dimensions such as redemption speed or the ergonomics of the web interface.\textsuperscript{187} The "performance measure" problem occurs when the quality of seller performance is multifaceted, difficult to quantify, difficult to verify, or difficult to price.\textsuperscript{188} The greater the complexities in establishing a meaningful performance measure, the less likely improved performance guarantees will create value. A Toyota Corolla could more feasibly promise lower all-in costs per mile driven than any Rolls-Royce model, but there are many other attributes besides cost that Rolls-Royce consumers care about. Improved performance guarantees in the consumer retail context will normally be "lower all-in cost" guarantees because the costs are a verifiable and easily priced aspect of the consumer experience. Lower cost guarantees are most likely to add value in markets where (1) at least some subset of sellers provides relatively homogeneous goods or services, and (2) there is potentially substantial variation in contingent back-end pricing. The first condition helps assure that nonprice competition is relatively muted, and the second condition creates the possibility that \textit{ex ante} price competition may fail to capture the true, all-in cost of contracting.

The cellphone market represents such a context. The all-in cost of cellphone service is often difficult to assess \textit{ex ante} given the cost of overages and unused minutes. Even though there are differences in cellphone service quality as providers compete on coverage, clarity and reliability, a substantial segment of consumers may respond to a seller who promised them a lower all-in price. To illustrate, a Sprint customer who is offered a guaranteed lower price over the course of the next year by AT&T will realize that there may be quality differences in the two services. The consumer armed with the guarantee, however, can more easily assess whether the quality difference is sufficient to warrant paying Sprint a higher fee. To the extent that the two services are comparable and that AT&T's service is superior, the guaranteed lower all-in costs should become dispositive.

Even when all-in costs are salient, a guarantor must also have sufficient information about the benchmark contract in order to calculate what a particular customer's all-in costs would have been with a competi-
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This "counterfactual" problem is absent in the mutual fund application, because mutual funds are legally required to disclose their returns on a timely basis. Thus, Vanguard can readily compute what an investor's account would have been worth if the investor had invested in a particular MainStay or Nationwide fund. In some consumer contexts, however, the counterfactual problem is more daunting, because information regarding competitor contracts is more difficult to collect. For example, credit card providers increasingly offer a proliferation of contractual terms that oftentimes vary by the individual consumer.

Even without legally-required public disclosure, a guarantor may be able to gain accurate information about a competitor's fee schedule, including contingent back-end prices, by investigating the competitor's advertised terms and conditions of service. This kind of price auditing is already a routine part of many industries. The lower-cost guarantee normally specifies the assumptions it is making about the benchmark pricing. Indeed, one advantage of the all-in lower-cost guarantee over its mutual fund counterpart is that it is easier to hold constant the benchmark against which the guarantee is evaluated. In the mutual fund context, a guarantor bears the risk of the benchmark fund's strategy drift, but in the retail consumer context, an all-in lower-price guarantee can be limited to what a competitor's fees were at the time of the guarantee. In essence, the guarantor is saying, "We guarantee that your combined charges over the course of the year will be lower with us, than if you had continued to be subjected to our competitor's contingent fees."

Basing the guarantee on contractual assumptions about the benchmark charges, however, creates opportunities for guarantor abuse. By overstating the competitor's front-end or back-end prices, the guarantor renders the guarantee less meaningful and induces consumers to switch allegiance on false pretenses. Accordingly, the law can require more rigorously that the guarantor's assumptions about the competitor's charges be made in good faith and might even require some degree of substantiation. When the benchmark provider offers a variety of contracts, which is customary in the credit card industry, the consumer at the time of accepting the guarantee may be asked to select his or her current type of benchmark contract. The collected information contributes to the assumptions needed to calculate whether the guarantee failed. In addition, the law can require guarantors to offer benchmark providers the opportunity to correct mistaken assumptions used in the guarantee. With sufficient procedural protection, guarantor assumptions can provide mean-
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ingful protection. Furthermore, perpetual advances in the ability of firms to capture, store, and analyze digital information suggest that the counterfactual price requirement does not impede the ability of competitors to offer lower-cost guarantees.

Finally, in deciding whether to offer a guarantee for the all-in cost of service, which includes the cost of back-end fees contingent on consumer behavior, it is essential for the guarantor to form credible estimates of the likelihood of particular consumer-driven contingencies. This “consumer prediction” problem is completely absent from the mutual fund context, because mutual fund investors’ behavior does not impact their return. As long as a shareholder remains invested, they will receive the same return as each of their peers. In contrast, the prevalence of the back-end pricing problem in retail markets has increased, particularly when some consumers (and not others) incur late fees, when some consumers (and not others) incur charges for over or underutilizing the service, and when some consumers (and not others) incur charges for taking advantage of ancillary products or services. To make credible projections of a lower-cost guarantee’s costs and benefits, the guarantor must be able to estimate the probability that consumers will incur these back-end fees. Without these projections, the guarantor will not be able to assess whether the guarantee is profitable.

At a minimum, guarantors need historic information about consumers’ back-end behavior. For example, a guarantor in the credit card context will want to know the probability that credit card users will incur late charges. In many contexts, guarantors will want to make individualized assessments about the likelihood of back-end charges and target segments of a competitor’s demand that are especially likely to incur high-markup back-end fees. To illustrate, when American Express considers whether to guarantee that its Green Card costs less than a traditional credit card, it would need to predict whether particular consumers were likely to pay late. The Green Card currently charges an annual fee of $95 and late fees of “[u]p to $38” and if “you do not pay for two billing periods in a row, your fee will be $38 or 2.99% of the past due amount, whichever is greater.” In contrast, although traditional credit card issuers charge no annual fee, their interest rates currently average about fourteen percent and are sometimes more than twenty percent. American Express could not profitably guarantee that its Green Card would


cost less than a traditional credit card for users who never incur late fees. An absentminded cardholder with monthly charges of $10,000, however, who forgets to pay bills twice a year would be better off paying lower all-in charges for using the Green Card ($95 + $70 = $165) than in using a traditional credit card with a twenty percent APR ($10,000*2*(.2/12) = $333). The more serious informational barrier for the guarantor is attaining sufficient individualized customer information. While a guarantor can easily obtain abundant information about the back-end behavior of its own customers, it is more difficult to access high-quality information about competitors’ cardholders. Nevertheless, in this digital age with rapidly growing technologies, detailed credit information is made increasingly available by private-sector providers such as FairIssacs and Experion.199

Furthermore, even without individualized information, guarantees against competitors can be feasibly offered. The higher the markup on back-end services, the more room there is for an all-in cost guarantee. Alternatively, guarantors can guarantee that they will charge their average customer less than a benchmark competitor. These benchmarks could be supported with promises to pro rata rebate revenues if the guarantee of average all-in cost savings failed. Guarantors who cannot attain each consumer’s back-end pricing risk at least know that their average consumer, or even a supermajority of their consumers, will have lower all-in costs. Such guarantees would be easier to implement in some cases, but might be less salient to individual consumers.

Structurally, this problem of consumer prediction leads to an adverse selection concern. Guarantees are a species of cost insurance. The guarantor, as the insurer, often wants to offer insurance to only certain consumer types, and this, in some cases, may make implementing consumer guarantees challenging in some market contexts where they would otherwise seem useful. Somewhat surprisingly, the other traditional insurance obstacle—moral hazard—often militates in favor of lower-cost guarantees.200 The consumer who switches to a guaranteed service, which has lower back-end fees than the original benchmark service, is more likely to incur such charges because of the lower fees. Our absentminded credit card holder who was incurring credit charges of $167 for each late monthly payment is likely to defer payment, if she only has to pay a $38 fee. Even though the isolated impact of the guarantee is to make the consumer less likely to incur late fees, that effect is likely to be eclipsed by the impact of lower back-end contingent charges faced by the consumer. The guarantee takes the consumer’s observed behavior as given and asks whether that behavior would have subjected the consumer to larger
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200. Adverse selection and moral hazard are often described as problems of hidden information. See Eric Rasmusen, Games and Information: An Introduction to Game Theory 192–93 (3d. ed. 2001). These dual insurance concerns were not at issue with the improved mutual fund performance guarantees, because investor types and investor behavior do not influence that probability that the insurance will need to be paid.
charges. It does not evaluate what the consumer's total charges would have been, if he or she had actually been subject to higher back-end fees.\textsuperscript{201}

Stepping back, we see that the improved performance guarantee as applied to back-end pricing will be more prevalent if:

1. non-price competition between the guarantor's products or services and those of the benchmark is muted;
2. back-end charges prevent consumers from identifying the lower all-in-price;
3. the guarantor can identify what the benchmark back-end charges would have been given a consumer's observed behavior; and
4. before making the guarantee, the guarantor can credibly predict the likelihood that a consumer will incur particular kinds of back-end fees.

Nonetheless, these conditions are not always satisfied. In our motivating example regarding credit card cost guarantees, the "consumer prediction" problem, which creates adverse selection concerns, remains a non-trivial obstacle to implementation. Our American Express example, however, also exemplifies the huge potential for lower-cost guarantees to improve competition. Credit card issuers like American Express face enormous difficulty in communicating the potential cost savings of their charge cards.\textsuperscript{202} To illustrate, a consumer with biased preferences in favor of traditional credit cards is bound to ask, "Why should I pay a $95 annual fee when I can obtain a card that charges me nothing as long as I pay on time?" The answer to that question, as aforementioned, is that an \textit{ex ante} guarantee simplifies consumers' choices, giving the consumer a credible signal that the charge card will have a lower all-in price notwithstanding it's higher up-front annual fee. The consumer no longer needs to assess the probability of missing a future payment and paying a substantial late fee penalty, because the guarantee, in a sense, outsources the computation.

B. Applications to Financial, Travel, Rental, and Service Transactions

Although we have used credit card and cellphone service contracts as our motivating examples, the potential beneficial use of lower-cost guarantees extends to a wide variety of relational contracts, in which

\textsuperscript{201} One might imagine guarantee contracts that leverage this moral hazard in ways that deceive consumers. For example, an unscrupulous issuer might offer a charge card to the absent-minded consumer with an annual fee of $1000 and a late fee of \textit{minus} $10 for paying thirty-days late—guaranteeing the card to have lower costs than consumer's current twenty percent APR credit card. Because the guaranteed card perversely pays the consumer to be late, the guarantor might expect the consumer to be late almost every month—and this change in behavior would expose the consumer to very high interest charges, and hence make the guarantee worthless. The consumer is gulled into switching to the guaranteed, because one thinks they will have lower overall cost without taking into account the impact of their changed behavior.

consumers’ cash flow of payments extend over time. Here, we briefly discuss four of these different classes of contracts—financial, transportation, rental, and service contracting—where the prevalence of contingent back-end charges creates the potential for beneficial use of the lower-cost guarantee.

Many different consumer credit transactions have cognitively hidden back-end charges, including late fees and interest rate penalties. Auto loans, payday loans, student loans, first and second lien mortgages, lines of credit, and rent-to-own transactions all share the core characteristic of extended, contingent consumer payments over time. Consumers also enter financial arrangements with implicit lending instead of borrowing that have analogous back-end fees. Thus, the size of ongoing management fees on whole-life insurance, annuities, and trust accounts can massively impact the relative performance of these financial products.

Consumer travel represents an arena where back-end pricing problems have become particularly prevalent. As mentioned above, online comparison service providers such as Kayak and Expedia tend to focus narrowly on front-end prices when ranking products. Even if its all-in price is lower, a competitor who lowers its back-end charges by
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208. It would, of course, be possible to include such prices in the search results, so why not just build a better search engine that highlights back end prices? Stated more broadly, why can’t enhanced disclosure resolve these issues? In one sense, guarantees play a disclosure-like role in increasing the salience of certain back end terms. But guarantees can also be effective when consumers systematically fail to anticipate their own future behavior: how often they will make late payments or decide to pack an extra bag, for example. In these instances guarantees may induce switching, even with respect to salient terms. Moreover, guarantees function through competition, while disclosure often requires mandates.
raising its front-end prices would be ranked lower and lose price-sensitive consumers. This front-end price competition has induced airlines, for example, to exclude an increasing number of amenities from basic travel packages. As a result, air travelers oftentimes encounter separate charges for meals, checked baggage, extra leg room, headsets, and cancellation insurance. Similarly, hotels are gaining an increasing proportion of their revenues from ancillary back-end charges on every service, from Internet, safe, and gym access to a growing array of in-room items for sale. Likewise, car rental companies compete by offering lower front-end prices and then earning back the difference with back-end charges such as for gas (pre-paid or failing to refill tank) and insurance (prepaid or failing to return without scratches). In all these contexts, the lower-price guarantee potentially gives the competitor a mechanism to reduce the front-end pricing distortion and to communicate to consumers that they have a lower-cost service.

Hotels and car rental companies are also examples of how rental markets necessarily involve cash flows of periodic consumer payments that create the opportunity for back-end pricing distortions. While video rental stores are disappearing, they provide another illustration of the application of lower-price guarantees. At one point, Blockbuster received twenty-five percent of its revenues from late fees. Because of self-serving biases and related cognitive distortions, there is a strong possibility that consumers may have underestimated the likelihood of having to pay these late fees. Indeed, the competitive success of Netflix’s pricing
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model, which includes an all-in upfront price without late fees, implies the potential power of all-in cost guarantees in other rental contexts. Long-term car or home leases are additional examples. Furthermore, retirement and assisted living markets create an especially fruitful “rental” context where lower-cost guarantees can aid consumers in making more cost-effective choices. Such industries often offer either “life estates” with higher upfront charges and lower back-end charges or rental options with higher back-end charges. Because seniors are often anxious about paying the higher front-end price, a “life estate” offer is more marketable, if it guarantees that the average consumer pays a lower all-in amount and promises prorated rebates, if the guarantee fails.

Finally, there are a host of consumer service transactions that combine a durable product with an extended service contract. Satellite dish and cable contracts garner substantial proportions of their revenue from back-end contingent pricing. Electronic readers such as the Kindle or Nook charge a mixture of upfront and back-end prices. Barnes and Noble can promise that the all-in cost of using the Nook is cheaper than using the Kindle, and then make a book-by-book calculation of what the cost would have been. Assured a better overall deal, consumers are more likely to take the plunge and invest in the durable good. Another classic antitrust concern with durable goods is that the dominant manufacturer of, say, copiers will cut prices to sell their machines and then charge supracompetitive prices in the aftermarket for toners and paper. One legal reaction has been to increase competition in the aftermarket sales by prohibiting tying of toner or paper sales. The all-in lower price guarantee represents an alternative means to enhancing competition by giving competitors with tied back-end products the ability to credibly commit \textit{ex ante} to more competitive pricing \textit{ex post}.

VII. Conclusion

This Article has shown that improved performance guarantees have potential to enhance the competitive performance of a wide variety of markets. With particular emphasis on mutual funds, credit cards, and
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cellphone contracting, our analysis has focused on establishing that improved performance guarantees can meet the individual participation constraints of the guarantor on one hand and of the consumer on the other. We illustrate how improved performance guarantees can be profitably offered by a guarantor (and valued, notwithstanding the sharing of upside return, by the consumer or investor). We conclude that such guarantees are economically feasible because they can produce joint gains of trade.

But the law-reform impetus for facilitating such guarantees stems from their probable impact on market competition. Improved performance guarantees are likely to put enhanced, targeted pressure on the least competitive suppliers. High-fee mutual funds will be singled out by guarantees. Guarantees can improve market performance even for consumers and investors who do not avail themselves of the guarantee protection. For example, some mutual fund holders, hearing of the guarantee, will prefer to switch to the low-fee fund and capture one-hundred percent of the upside in relative return. Moreover, mutual fund or retail investors who have not heard of the investment might benefit from mutual fund guarantees, because the guarantees are likely to make the pricing behavior of benchmark funds more competitive. Indeed, even the threat of guarantees may be sufficient to deter some back-end pricing abuses.

If improved performance guarantees enhance the gains of trade of both buyers and sellers, why are they not already offered in competitive markets? We end with two alternative answers that concern technology and law. First, it is possible that technological barriers to automatically calculating and rebating guarantee amounts loom larger than expected. A cellphone company that wants to implement a lower all-in cost guarantee would have to expend a nontrivial amount for keeping track of its competitors’ charges and applying the consumers’ observed behavior to these hypothetical charges. To the extent that competitors’ charges are contingent on aspects of consumer behavior not captured in the guarantor system, the guarantor would need to start monitoring and analyzing additional variables. Technological advances in capturing and automatically analyzing data, however, are likely to make improved performance guarantees more feasible from this transaction-cost perspective. Just as the real-time crunching of large datasets allows websites like Kayak to search and rank terabytes of data to produce rankings based on front-end prices, the ability of guarantors to automate real-time crunching of back-end benchmark charges is likely to make the calculation of improved performance guarantees increasingly feasible. Technological barriers may provide one reason why improved performance guarantees have not existed in the past, but programming and computing innova-

---

tions may create an opportunity for them in the future. The reduced transaction costs in offering improved performance might mean that lawmakers can sit back and wait for laissez-faire competition to beneficially disrupt these markets.

An alternative hypothesis is that the law is impeding improved performance guarantees from being offered. This is especially true with regard to guarantees offered by financial intermediaries. As discussed above in Part IV, the IAA bars performance-based mutual fund fees in many circumstances, leaving fulcrum fees as the only exception. There is substantial uncertainty whether improved performance guarantees could fit within the fulcrum exception. The simplest legal reform might be a no-action letter from the SEC making clear the legality of issuing new classes of guaranteed funds. Law reforms that facilitate first-party and third-party implementation (via guaranteed funds and stand-alone guarantees) and that assure that the guarantees are credible could spark a new form of beneficial competition. It is an open secret among savvy financial intermediaries that certain mutual funds and retirement plans charge excessive fees. Facilitating “improved performance” competition would allow smart money to drive the worst actors from the marketplace.
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